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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY 

Please state your name, present position and business address. 

My name is Mark 0. Lawlor. I am Director of Development for Clean Line Energy 

Partners LLC ("Clean Line"). Clean Line is the ultimate parent company of Grain Belt 

Express Clean Line LLC ("Grain Belt Express" or "Company''), the Applicant in this 

proceeding. I am based in the Kansas City metropolitan area, but my business address is 

1001 McKinney Street, Suite 700, Houston, TX 77002. 

What are your duties and responsibilities as Director of Development of Clean 

Line? 

I am responsible for managing the siting process, regulatory and environmental 

permitting efforts, public outreach, and schedule for the development of the Grain Belt 

Express Clean Line transmission project ("Grain Belt Express Project" or "Project"). I 

work to integrate and align the Project's regulatory processes with outreach activities in 

the states in which the Project is to be located. 

What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 

I am testifYing in support of the Grain Belt Express Application for a certificate of 

convenience and necessity ("CCN") to construct and operate in Missouri approximately 

206 miles of a high voltage, direct current ("HVDC") transmission line ("HVDC Line") 

that will traverse the state from Kansas into Illinois and continuing into Indiana, as well 

as an associated converter station and related transmission facilities to be located in Ralls 

County. Specifically, I will describe the public outreach activities conducted by Grain 

Belt Express with regard to the process of routing the HVDC Line and the notice 

provided to affected landowners. Additionally, I will provide infotmation on Grain Belt 
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Express' plans for negotiating with landowners to obtain the necessary real property 

rights for the Project, including transmission line easements. 

Please describe your educational and professional background. 

I received my undergraduate degrees in political science and environmental studies from 

the University of Kansas in 1997 and my Juris Doctor from Washburn University in 

2000. Immediately prior to joining Clean Line, I was Project Manager for EDP 

Renewables (previously known as Horizon Wind Energy) and was tasked with 

developing wind energy projects and managing transmission policy in the Southwest 

Power Pool, Inc. ("SPP"), region and overseeing legislative and regulatory matters in the 

region on behalf of the Company. Before joining Horizon Wind Energy, I was a 

founding partner in a law firm specializing in renewable energy law. 

THE PUBLIC OUTREACH PROCESS AND LANDOWNER NOTIFICATION 

What is the Grain Belt Express Routing Team? 

The Routing Team is a multidisciplinary group that performed the public outreach and 

participated in determining the Proposed Route of the Project which is set forth in the 

Route Selection Study. The Routing Team consisted of individuals from Clean Line as 

well as The Louis Berger Group, Inc. ("Louis Berger"), which the Company engaged to 

assist it in selecting the Proposed Route. The Route Selection Study is attached as 

Schedule TBG-1 to the Direct Testimony of Louis Berger's Timothy B. Gaul. 

What is Louis Berger? 

Louis Berger is an international consulting firm with its headquarters in Morristown, 

New Jersey. It has numerous offices throughout the world, including a regional office in 

Kansas City, Missouri. It provides engineering, architecture, program and construction 
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management, environmental planning and science, and economic development services 

on a global scale. 

What are the qualifications of the Routing Team? 

Members of the Routing Team have experience in public outreach and communication, 

transmission line route selection, impact assessment for natural resources, land use 

assessment and planning, cultural resource identification and assessment, impact 

mitigation, transmission engineering and design, and construction. 

What work did the Routing Team perform? 

The Routing Team executed an extensive, methodical, multi-level public outreach 

strategy that utilized input from local authorities, government agenc1es, non

governmental organizations, and individual landowners throughout the Project Study 

Area. The Study Area refers to those portions of the 4-state area of Kansas, Missouri, 

Illinois and Indiana that were examined regarding the location of the Project. The 

Routing Team used the information collected through this process to identify a Proposed 

Route. The goal in selecting a suitable route for the Project is to minimize the overall 

effects of the transmission line on the natural, cultural, and human environment while 

avoiding circuitous routes, extreme costs, and special design requirements, as set forth in 

the Missouri Route Selection Study. 

What were the objectives of the public outreach? 

In collaboration with Louis Berger, Grain Belt Express conducted a series of Community 

Leader Roundtable Meetings ("Roundtables") in Missouri to obtain input on routing 

opportunities and constraints, as well as a series of Public Open House Meetings ("Open 

Houses") designed to elicit input from residents and landowners along several potential 
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routes. The Roundtables were held to gather input from local officials, economic 

development representatives and community leaders on constraints, opportunities and 

other factors that would lead to the most suitable routing options for the Project. The 

Open Houses were conducted to present information about the Project and to gather 

feedback to refine the Potential Routes of the Project. Grain Belt Express also obtained 

routing input from state and federal agencies, as well as public interest groups. Grain 

Belt Express carefully considered all of this information when selecting the Proposed 

Route. 

The purpose of the public outreach was: 

• To support the data acquisition required for the routing process in order to 

determine the Proposed Route. Due to its length, route selection for the Grain 

Belt Express Project involved considering a complex set of physical features, 

including homes, businesses, cultural and historical resources, other 

infrastructure, and environmental factors. Publicly available data sets do not 

contain all of the necessary information and can be beneficially supplemented 

by methodical outreach to local government officials and agencies, non

governmental organizations with specific expertise and local familiarity, other 

utilities and businesses, and local landowners (collectively referred to as 

"stakeholders"). The extensive outreach associated with this data collection 

also provided opportunities to verity the accuracy of the routing data that were 

gathered while conducting desktop research and completing ground and 

helicopter surveys along potential routes. 
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• To communicate the purpose and need for the Project to government officials, 

non-governmental organizations, and the public. 

• To advise government officials, non-governmental organizations, and the 

public generally of the other benefits of the Project, such as job creation, 

additional governmental revenues, landowner payments for easements, and a 

cleaner environment. 

• To provide information about and opportunities for feedback on the general 

and technical routing guidelines as described in Section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 of the 

Missouri Route Selection Study (attached to Mr. Gaul's direct testimony). 

The Company advised stakeholders that the Proposed Route would be the 

result of the application of these comprehensive general and technical routing 

guidelines, as well as extensive public input. 

• To convey the Company's respect for private property rights and to provide 

information about planned construction practices and planned efforts to 

minimize and mitigate agricultural impacts. 

• To provide information about the Company's right-of-way acquisition process 

and landowner compensation. 

• To develop the Project in a collaborative, methodical and transparent manner. 

How did you interact and communicate with the public about the Project? 

I and others at Grain Belt Express operated on the premise that an extensive, methodical, 

multi-level public outreach strategy that is continuous and iterative with the route 

development process is the best way to determine and build support for a proposed route 

for the Project. This is particularly the case here, given the length of the Grain Belt 
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Express Project, which will span a total of 750 miles with approximately 206 miles in 

Missouri. An extensive public outreach process may also support the acquisition of 

necessary transmission line easements through voluntary, arms length transactions. 

Accordingly, from May 2010 through March 2014 the Grain Belt Express team 

conducted more than 900 in-person meetings across the project area in Missouri, Kansas, 

Illinois, and Indiana. These meetings ranged from one-on-one conversations to large 

public open house meetings. 

Grain Belt Express has also maintained an active presence with the public online. 

The Project's website, www.grainbeltexpresscleanline.com, has been actively updated 

since the beginning of the Project's development in 2010. Among other information, the 

website contains: (1) a video that describes the need for the Project and how Grain Belt 

Express will bring significant economic benefit to Missouri and other states through 

much-needed transmission expansion for new wind energy projects; (2) a construction 

simulation video describing each step of the pre-construction and construction processes; 

(3) a Frequently Asked Questions section for all stakeholders to learn details about the 

Project; (4) a section on how local businesses can learn about opportunities to participate 

in the construction of the Project; and (5) sections for Missouri landowners to learn about 

meetings, view maps, read studies relating to the Project, view regulatory filings, locate 

third-party resources, and provide route-specific comments. 

Grain Belt Express distributes a newsletter on a regular basis to more than 2,800 

stakeholders. These newsletters provide information on Project development milestones, 

recent events and meetings, as well as upcoming activities. The newsletter is available to 
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anyone who is interested in receiving a copy, and free subscriptions to the newsletter are 

available online. 

How was this public outreach process organized in Missouri? 

The public outreach effort in Missouri occurred in three stages. Stage One began with 

the inception of the Project through the development of a Potential Route Network. 

Stage Two included activities between the development of the Potential Route Network 

and Open House meetings. Stage Three covered the period following Open House 

meetings through the selection of the Proposed Route. 

Stage One: 

How did Stage One begin? 

Stage One began in May 2010 with the identification of the Resource Area where the 

wind generation collected by the Project would be located, and the proposed point of 

delivery for the Project in St. Francois County, Missouri. The Resource Area was 

identified in western Kansas after studying various wind resources, location of wind 

projects under development, and compatible land use for large-scale wind energy 

projects. 

As a result, a broad Study Area was identified between the Resource Area and the 

point of delivery, as described in the Section 4.1 of the Route Selection Study. At that 

time in 20 I 0 the Study Area included 52 counties in southern Kansas and southern 

Missouri. In October 20 II the Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc. 

("MISO") provided Grain Belt Express with the results of interconnection studies, which 

indicated the upgrades required to deliver 3,500 megawatts ("MW") to the St. Francois 

substation and surrounding 345 kilovolt ("kV") system would not be economically 
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feasible because the grid at that location is not capable of handling delivery of the full 

3,500MW. 

Given the limitations at the St. Francois substation, the Routing Team identified 

the Sullivan substation in Sullivan County, Indiana as a potential delivery point for a 

portion of the delivery capacity of the Project, and initiated a feasibility study in August 

2011 with PJM Interconnection, LLC ("PJM"). Adding the Sullivan substation as a 

second delivery point required the expansion of the Study Area to include portions of 

northern Kansas and northern Missouri, as well as central Illinois and southwestern 

Indiana. Ultimately, Ameren's Maywood-Montgomery 345 kV line was identified as a 

suitable option to interconnect with and to serve as the delivery point in Missouri. Grain 

Belt Express then submitted an interconnection request to MISO regarding that line. 

What were the next steps taken by the Routing Team? 

To learn about the landscape and to engage with stakeholders throughout the Project's 

Study Area, the Routing Team led a community outreach program that was designed to 

educate community leaders and the public about the purpose and benefits of the Project, 

the regulatory process, and Project timeline. The Routing Team also gathered general 

comments on the Project and specific information about the Study Area that would 

support the routing effort. The Routing Team has held over 400 meetings in Missouri to 

date. 

Who did the Routing Team meet with? 

We met with a wide variety of stakeholders, including government agencies such as the 

United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Missouri Department of Conservation, Missouri 

Department of Natural Resources, as well as non-governmental organizations, and 
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associations including The Audubon Society of Missouri, Missouri Prairie Foundation, 

Sierra Club, and Ducks Unlimited. The information sought and obtained in these 

meetings related to a wide array of topics to assist with the route development, 

encompassing cultural and historical resources, community buildings such as schools and 

churches, recreational areas, wildlife habitats, conservation concerns, and existing 

infrastructure, such as gas pipelines and other transmission lines. 

The Company engaged The Nature Conservancy to provide guidance to the 

Routing Team regarding natural resources and conservation issues throughout the routing 

process. This helped lead to the identification of the Proposed Route that minimizes 

impacts to the natural, cultural and human environment while avoiding circuitous routes, 

extreme costs, and non-standard desigu requirements. 

In addition, we held informational meetings with local utilities and cooperatives, 

local civic groups, local economic development organizations and chambers of 

commerce, county commissioners and other county officials. We continued our outreach 

through meetings with Missouri Farm Bureau, Missouri Farmers Care, Missouri Soybean 

Association, and Missouri Cattlemen's Association, Missouri Pork Producers Association 

Missouri, Missouri Association of Counties, Missouri Municipal League, Association of 

Missouri Electric Cooperatives, Missouri Energy Development Association, Missouri 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Associated Industries of Missouri, and the Missouri 

Association of Councils of Government. We also conferred regularly with Missouri 

legislators, including all legislators from the Study Area. At these meetings we discussed 

the economic benefits of the Project, as well as our public outreach and our routing 

process. The overall response from these legislative meetings was positive and 
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encouraging. There was a broad consensus of the need for proposals like the Grain Belt 

Express Project to supply low-cost clean energy and to promote economic development 

in Missouri. 

What meetings were conducted in Missouri specifically? 

The Routing Team conducted a series of introductory meetings with county 

commissioners and other local officials, followed by a series of larger group meetings of 

Roundtables throughout the Study Area, including southern and northern Missouri. 

Roundtable invitees included public officials (including federal, state, county and 

municipal governmental officials), planning and zoning officials, highway engineers, 

local environmental and conservation organization representatives, local Farm Bureau 

managers, University of Missouri extension agents, representatives of other agricultural 

organizations, local fire and sheriffs departments, utilities, local economic development 

representatives, and anyone suggested by county officials as having a broad 

understanding of the local community and geography. A total of 57 Roundtable meetings 

were held across the four states with participants from I 07 counties. Over 740 

community representatives attended these Roundtables across the Study Area, providing 

valuable insight for the route development process and commentary on the Project. 

In Missouri representatives from 41 counties were invited to such meetings, and 

more than 250 people attended the 24 Roundtables. Schedule MOL-l is a table of the 

dates, locations, and number of participants at the Missouri Roundtables. 

What occurred at the Roundtables? 

At each Roundtable meeting, members of the Routing Teal? provided an overview of the 

Project and a description of the routing process. The Routing Team also described the 
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routing criteria used for siting the transmission line. The presentation was followed by a 

working session where participants provided specific information about their community 

to aid the route development process. Schedule MOL-2 is the Project Fact Sheet given 

to Roundtable attendees. Community leaders helped to identify potential future land use 

plans, such as the construction of new water storage facilities, communication towers, or 

new industrial, commercial or residential development. Community leaders also helped 

to identify the location of existing features, such as historic sites, mining activities, 

recreational areas, communication towers, airstrips, schools, churches, and other 

structures. Data provided by community leaders at the Roundtables were considered in 

the Routing Team's route development efforts. Community leaders were also asked to 

propose potential routes in their county that took into consideration the routing criteria 

and local area constraints. 

As described in Section 3 of the Route Selection Study, the information collected 

during Stage One of the public outreach process was used to identify and compare 

Conceptual Routes from the Resource Area to the point of delivery. The development of 

Conceptual Routes is the first step in identifying locations where the Project might be 

built. 

This information assisted the Routing Team in identifying the northern portion of 

the Study Area as the most viable for the Project and led to focused efforts in that portion 

of the Study Area for moving from Conceptual Routes to a more refined Potential Route 

Network in northern Missouri. This network included all Potential Routes that were 

developed as a result of the initial public outreach. 
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Stage Two: 

What outreach steps were taken in Stage Two of the public outreach process? 

During Stage Two, the Potential Route Network was shown to state and local planners 

and elected officials, conservation-focused non-governmental organizations, and other 

stakeholders in the northern portion of the Study Area. The Potential Route Network was 

also presented to federal and state regulatory agencies for additional feedback and 

comment. Information gathered at these meetings was used by the Routing Team to 

refine further the Potential Route Network. Grain Belt Express held dozens of these 

meetings in Missouri, which helped refine the Potential Route Network in advance of the 

Public Open House meetings. 

The Routing Team then scheduled 13 Open Houses throughout the counties 

involved in the Potential Route Network in Missouri. These meetings were designed to 

solicit more granular input and routing feedback from landowners and local residents 

along each Potential Route. 

What steps were taken by Grain Belt Express to publicize the Open House meetings 

that were held? 

Invitations were mailed to all landowners within an approximately 2.5-mile-wide 

'planning corridor' surrounding each Potential Route. These landowners were identified 

by obtaining parcel ownership information from the relevant county Recorder of Deeds. 

Invitations were mailed directly to more than 11,500 people within the planning 

corridors. 

Each invitation included a high-level map of the Potential Route Network, a list of 

the meeting times and locations, a website address, an RSVP phone number, and an e

mail address to which landowners could send their questions and requests for more 
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information. Schedule MOL-4 includes an example of the invitation. Grain Belt 

Express also promoted the Open Houses by contacting the local media and by purchasing 

ads to run prior to the Open Houses in print publications. 

Schedule MOL-5 is a list of the newspapers in which these paid advertisements 

were published along with the dates and locations of the Open Houses. Schedule MOL-

6 is a copy of an example advertisement printed in these local newspapers. More than 

I ,200 people attended a total of 13 Open Houses held across Missouri along the Potential 

Route Network. 

How were the Open Houses conducted? 

At the entrance to each Open House, a welcome table was set up where the names and 

contact information for the attendees were recorded. Attendees were provided with a 

project overview brochure and a comment card, as provided in Schedule MOL-8, with a 

unique identification number in order to link contact information with comments to be 

collected. Landowners were encouraged to return the comment card either at the Open 

Houses or later via the U.S. Postal Service or web interface/electronic mail. DVDs 

containing a Project introductory video and construction simulation video were also 

available for attendees. Attendees were then assigned to a host. Grain Belt Express 

trained and provided approximately 20 hosts for these Open Houses, all of whom were 

employees of Clean Line, members of the Routing Team, or other contractors working on 

the Project. 

What role did the hosts play? 

The hosts led attendees through a series of nine poster boards that provided information 

about the Project. The hosts explained the content of the posters and answered any 
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questions asked by the participants. As shown in Schedule MOL-7, the posters included 

information about Clean Line's mission, the purpose and need for the Grain Belt Express 

Project, depictions of potential structure types, landowner compensation information, a 

summary list of the routing guidelines and factors under consideration, a description of 

the routing process, a timeline of the development of the Project, and other relevant 

Project information. 

What other efforts were made to engage members of the public at the Open House 

meetings? 

Following the guided tour of the poster boards, attendees were able to examine large

scale maps, with aerial imagery of the Potential Route Network and surrounding areas. 

They were encouraged to document on the printed maps the location of their houses, 

barns, and other structures; their places of business, recreational areas or other sensitive 

resources. Attendees were also asked to provide information about the areas under 

consideration, including: (a) the categorization of homes on the maps as occupied or 

unoccupied; (b) the identification of homes missing from the maps; and (c) the 

identification of any important features that the Routing Team may not have been able to 

identify or obtain from route surveys or other data sources, such as community 

recreational areas, unmarked cemeteries, or any other feature they believed to be 

significant. 

Their comments were written directly on the maps or recorded vm small, 

numbered circular stickers, each of which corresponded to notes taken in notebooks by 

the hosts during the Open House. Routing Team members also worked with landowners 

to ensure that each comment or group of comments provided by an attendee was 
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referenced to the number on the attendee's individual comment card (by recording it on 

or next to the attendee's comments on the map). 

At the end of each Open House, the comments collected in notebooks by the hosts 

were reported to a central person and combined with data from the comment cards. All 

of the comments were then digitized, assembled in a Geographic Information System 

("GIS") database, and integrated into the routing process, as further described in the 

Routing Report. 

Computerized GIS stations were also provided at the Public Open Houses for 

more detailed information than was available on the printed maps. Landowners were 

able to sit down with a GIS technician, search for their property by tax roll name, street 

address, or property description, and provide comments and input via a GIS workstation 

directly into the GIS database. 

Did the Open Houses held during Stage Two attract a large number of attendees 

who provided useful data? 

Yes, more than I ,200 people participated in the 13 Open Houses in Missouri. Schedule 

MOL-3 is a list of the Open House locations and the number of participants that 

attended. 

These Open Houses were very successful in that they allowed the Company to 

gather very helpful data, including thousands of routing comments. The comments 

informed the Routing Team whether homes near Potential Routes were occupied, and 

advised of the presence of center pivot irrigators, popular recreation areas, and local 

airfields. We received more than 3,300 routing comments at the Open Houses. Because 

of the information gathered during the Open Houses and the extensive comments 
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received from the public regarding their communities, Grain Belt Express was able to 

collect much more specific information than was received at the Roundtables. The 

information gathered at the Open Houses was used to refine the Potential Route Network 

and to develop a set of Alternative Routes, as described in Section 4.3 of the Missouri 

Routing Report. 

Following the Open Houses, how did the Routing Team manage comments and 

feedback from the public? 

To ensure landowners who were unable to attend the Open Houses were still able to 

contribute their input, Grain Belt Express also encouraged stakeholders to submit general 

comments or routing-specific comments through the Grain Belt Express website. All of 

the information provided at the Public Open House meetings was made available on the 

website, including an overview map of the Potential Route Network with links to detailed 

aerial imagety. Visitors to the Grain Belt Express website will find a link on the 

homepage entitled "Missouri Landowner Information" where this information can easily 

be located and where comments regarding the potential routes can be submitted. These 

comments and questions obtained online were tracked in a comment management system 

called "Connect." 

The Routing Team reviewed each comment and responded in writing or by phone 

to individuals posing a specific question. Where a commenter provided route-specific 

information or input, the comments were used in reviewing and modifYing the various 

route alternatives. In addition, landowners and other stakeholders contacted the Grain 

Belt Express team by phone or email. Each of the communications was recorded in the 

same location as online comments in Connect. 
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In total, there were 260 additional comments collected and stored in Connect that 

were collected following the Open House meetings. The Routing Team directly 

responded in writing or by phone to individuals who requested more information or to be 

contacted by a Routing Team member. 

Stage Three: 

What were the outreach measures of Grain Belt Express to obtain feedback on the 

Potential Route Network in Stage Three following the Open Houses? 

In Stage Three the Routing Team continued to meet with local and state officials, as well 

as the public. Outreach was conducted in each county where the Potential Route 

Network was located through letters, phone calls, or in-person meetings. Dozens of these 

meetings were held after the Open Houses and before filing the Proposed Route. 

Members of the Routing Team met with individual landowners, state agencies and 

organizations such as The Nature Conservancy, Missouri Energy Development 

Association, Association of Missouri Electric Cooperatives, and the Missouri Farm 

Bureau. Also during Stage Three, multiple meetings were held with landowners, county 

and state officials, local civic groups, electric cooperatives, and members of the media 

regarding landowner compensation for the eventual easement agreements for the Project. 

Grain Belt Express maintains a consistent Missouri presence with three Missouri-based 

employees who proactively engage with individuals in the project area. In addition, the 

team held seven open meetings across the state where landowners and other interested 

people could come to learn more about the Project and review the Potential Routes. 

Additional open meetings are planned across the Project area in an effort to continue to 

be available to answer questions. 

17 
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What steps will be taken to notify landowners with property within the right-of-way 

of the Proposed Route? 

The Company is providing notice by certified mail to every person or entity that is listed 

by the appropriate county assessor as an owner of property located within the right-of

way described in the Proposed Route of the Missouri Route Selection Study. This notice 

informs the recipient of the filing of the Application in this case. A copy of the notice is 

attached as Schedule MOL-9. 

SELECTION OF THE PROPOSED ROUTE 

What process did the Routing Team follow to arrive at the Proposed Route? 

The Routing Team's first task was to analyze the information gathered through research 

and the public outreach process to examine potential electric transmission line routes 

within the Study Area, to refine and narrow the options through a careful process of 

elimination, and to identify an optimum route choice or choices. This undertaking is 

covered in detail in the Route Selection Study sponsored by Company witness Timothy 

Gaul of Louis Berger, and attached to his direct testimony as Schedule TBG-1. The 

Routing Team's second task was a presentation of the Routing Report and its 

recommendations to the Company's senior management for its review and consideration. 

Was the Routing Report's recommendation of the Proposed Route for the Project in 

Missouri adopted by the Company? 

Yes. The Route Selection Study's recommendation, including the location of the 

converter station in Ralls County, was accepted as the Proposed Route of the Project in 

Missouri. Consistent with the Routing Team's objectives, Grain Belt Express believes 

the Proposed Route best minimizes the overall effect of the transmission line on the 

natural and human environment, minimizes special design requirements, and avoids 

18 
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unreasonable and circuitous routes as well as unreasonable costs. The Application for a 

CCN seeks authority to construct and operate the Project along the Proposed Route. 

GRAIN BELT EXPRESS' APPROACH TO NEGOTIATIONS WITH 
LANDOWNERS 

Please describe Grain Belt Express' approach to negotiations with landowners for 

transmission line easements. 

Grain Belt Express is cornrnitted to conducting transmission line easement negotiations in 

a manner that reflects its respect for the private property rights of landowners. Grain Belt 

Express believes that there are five key elements to a respectful land acquisition 

approach: 

• Cornrnunicating the overall need for the Project to landowners in the Project 

area; 

• Seeking to actively involve landowners in the routing process; 

• Providing clear information to landowners on the routing criteria used by 

Grain Belt Express; 

• Demonstrating respect for private property rights and existing land uses; and 

• Offering a fair and comprehensive compensation package for transmission 

line easements. 

The goal of these policies is to facilitate the respectful and equitable treatment of 

landowners and to support voluntary transmission line easement acquisition. 

Has Grain Belt Express adopted a Code of Conduct for its land agents in interacting 

with landowners? 

Yes. Grain Belt Express believes that establishing a Code of Conduct for our land 

acquisition agents will help establish a tone of respectful dialogue and encourage the 
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voluntary acquisition of transmission line easements. Schedule MOL-10 contains this 

Code of Conduct. Among other things, it requires that all communications with 

landowners and other persons made by right-of-way agents and subcontractor employees 

representing Grain Belt Express must be factually correct, made in good faith, respectful 

and reflective of fair dealing, and respectful of the privacy rights of property owners. 

Please describe the compensation package that Grain Belt Express will use in its 

negotiations with landowners. 

There are three primary components to compensation: an easement payment, structure 

payments, and crop or damages payments. Grain Belt Express will make an easement 

payment equal to 100% of the fair market fee value of the easement area. The easement 

area is determined by multiplying the width of the easement right-of-way by the length of 

the transmission line route on the landowner's property for a total acreage of the 

easement area. The acreage of the easement area is then multiplied by the per acre fair 

market fee value of a landowner's property to produce the total easement payment. Fair 

market value is determined through a market study of recent sales in the county, as 

perfonned by a certified independent appraiser. 

Structure payments are calculated based on the type of structure selected by Grain 

Belt Express and the number of structures located on each specific property. During our 

public outreach process, landowners expressed a desire to have the option for a recurring, 

escalating annual payment. As a result, Grain Belt Express will offer landowners, at their 

option, either a one-time payment or a recurring annual payment for the structures placed 

on their property. If a landowner elects to receive annual payments, they will be made as 

long as a structure is on the easement area. Commencing on the first anniversary of the 
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initial structure payment, such annual payments will increase by two percent (2%) each 

year. 

Should they occur, additional payments will be made to compensate landowners 

for damage to crops, field repair, damage to drainage tiles, temporary or permanent 

impacts to center pivot irrigators, or similar matters. 

After construction of the facilities, the landowner will retain the ability to 

continue agricultural production on the entirety of the easement area except for the 

relatively small footprint of the structures. Part of the compensation described above is 

intended to compensate landowners for this impact. 

How does Grain Belt Express plan to obtain the necessary easement agreements? 

Grain Belt Express prefers to acquire all of the rights-of-way through voluntary 

transactions negotiated in good faith. Grain Belt Express will not seek to exercise 

eminent domain authority on a parcel of property unless and until it has exhausted 

reasonable efforts to acquire transmission line easements through voluntarily negotiated 

agreements. 

ADDITIONAL OUTREACH AND SUPPORT FOR THE GRAIN BELT 
PROJECT 

In addition to the public outreach described above, did Grain Belt Express conduct 

any additional outreach? 

Yes. Throughout the development of the Project, Grain Belt Express has been working to 

identity Missouri contractors and suppliers who have the ability to participate in the 

development, construction, and maintenance of the Project. It is the goal of Grain Belt 

Express to communicate with potential contractors and suppliers to ensure that they are 

aware of the Project and receive notification when certain phases of the Project are put 
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out to bid. In June 2013, we held local business opportunity meetings to inform Missouri 

businesses about the Project and to provide information about the types of companies that 

could assist in the development, construction, and maintenance of the Project. Nearly 90 

representatives of Missouri businesses involved in surveying, aggregate and concrete, 

trucking and fueling, and other related activities have attended these meetings and 

provided information about their capabilities. Over 150 Missouri businesses have 

expressed an interest in performing work on the Project and have provided Grain Belt 

Express with their information and capabilities. Company witness Wayne Galli discusses 

in his direct testimony the status of our efforts to use Missouri businesses in the Project. 

Has the Company received expressions of support for the successful completion of 

the Grain Belt Express Project? 

Yes. The Project has received over 500 expressions of support from individuals, 

companies and organizations in Missouri. Schedule MOL-11 to my testimony contains 

the letters and expressions of support received by the Company as of the time of this 

filing. 

Does this conclude your direct testimony? 

Yes. 
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF THE STATE OF MISSOURI 

In the Matter ofthe Application of Grain Belt Express ) 
Clean Line LLC for a Certificate of Convenience and ) 
Necessity Authorizing it to Construct, Own, Control, ) 
Manage, Operate and Maintain a High Voltage, Direct ) 
Current Transmission Line and an Associated Converter) 
Station Providing an Interconnection on the Maywood ) 
345 kV Transmission Line ) 

Case No. EA-2014-0207 

AFFIDAVIT OF MARK 0. LAWLOR 

STATE OF ~~ ( <_; 'SCXAhiJ 
~ )ss 

COUNTYO ~t\ ) 
( 

Mark 0 . Lawlor, being first duly sworn on his oath, states: 

1. My name is Mark 0 . Lawlor. I am Director of Development for Clean Line Energy Partners 

LLC. 

2. Attached hereto and made a part hereof for all purposes is my Direct Testimony on behalf of 
22 Grain Belt Express Clean Line, LLC consisting of pages, having been prepared in written fonn 

for introduction into evidence in the above-captioned docket. 

3. I have knowledge of the matters set forth therein. I hereby swear and affinn that my answers 

contained in the attached testimony to the questions therein propounded, including any attachments 

thereto, are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge, infov~ 

,~ 
Subscribed and sworn before me this ;:;24~y of +-'-'"P-'-w.;....J-' 

8 1996)21\V·I 



MOL-1- COMMUNITY LEADER ROUNDTABLE MEETING STATISTICS 

Date Roundtable Location Counties Represented 

June 15, 2011 Nevada Vernon, Barton 

June 15, 2011 Carthage Jasper, Dade 

June 16, 2011 Greenfield Lawrence, Dade, Cedar 

June 16, 2011 Hermitage StClair, Polk, Hickory 

June 17, 2011 Buffalo Dallas, Laclede, Polk 

June 28, 2011 Waynesville Maries, Pulaski 

June 28, 2011 Rolla Phelps, Maries 

June 29, 2011 Houston Texas, Shannon, Wright, Dent 

June 29, 2011 Centerville Reynolds, Iron 

June 30, 2011 Farmington St. Francois, St. Genevieve 

June 30, 2011 Potosi Crawford, Washington, St. Francois, Jefferson 

March 5, 2012 St. Joseph Buchanan, Clinton 

March 6, 2012 Hamilton Caldwell, Clinton 

March 6, 2012 Carrollton Carroll, Clinton 

March 7, 2012 Moberly Randolph, Chariton, Shelby 

March 7, 2012 Mexico Audrian 

March 8, 2012 Bowling Green Pike, Ralls 

March 8, 2012 Hannibal Shelby, Marion, Ralls 

May7, 2012 Macon Macon 

June 29, 2012 Livingston (Supplementary) Livingston 

July 12, 2012 Camden (Supplementary) Camden 

October 12, 2012 Holt (Supplementary) Holt 

October 29, 2012 Andrew (Supplementary) Andrew 

December 12, 2012 Monroe (Supplementary) Monroe 

Total Attendees: ... 
--------------

#of Attendees 
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14 
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13 
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23 

11 
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18 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUE$TI0fll5 

Who i$ C le::tn L ine Ener-gy? Clc:tn Une Enc"l!Y develop~ long·h~ul. 

hizh volt:tzc direct current tnn:;m1::•on lines connecting tho bc:t 

rc:n~lc resource: In the United Sctes w.th communities dut need 
the power. 

Wh:tt w ill the project cost ;a.nd how w ill the Gr.tin Belt Exp,.ess 

Cl~:r.n Line- ~ funded? The Gr:tln Belt Express CleJ.n Unc: IS c:clm~ted 

to cost S2 billion. Clc:~n Une: Enerrt Intend~ to fund the: development 
con: of tho proJect :md will sell tn.n:misslon ap:lc•ty to renew:lblc: 
c:nc:rzy t:cnc:r:tto rs or to the buyer: of the clcn energy delivered 
on the line. 

Wh:tt is HVO C? HVOC :;ends !or high volcte direct current. 

The electric &rid cons1::ot: :l!mo:t exclusively of Altem:lunz Current (AC) 
trJ.n:mtssion ;,nd dlstrlbutJon tines. Over lone dl::cncc:. HVDC lines 

tr.ln~cr ::;:lgnifiamly more power with &re:Jtcr cffidcncy th~n comp3n.blc 

AC Hncs. 

How will C lc:r.n Line Enc 'lty mini mize l:.lnd lmp:.tcts? 

Clc:an l ine Is committed to worklng c>Ctcn:Jvely with l:.ndowner:; 

to mlnlml:c the imp:tru of our proJect to current land usc. 

We will provide compcn::ltlon for d;,m~es to crop:: C::lUSed by the 

con::tructJon of our pro] Oct. Clc~n line will uko l:lnd u::o into 

:1ccount w flcn choosln& strueturo dc::lgn :1nd will rep:llr d:1m~e to ::oil 

consct"V:ltion pr:tctlcc:: resulting from construction of tho tr.J.nsmis~ion line. 

How will Cle:r..n Uno Energy m inim ize envlronmcnu.l 

imp:~oct:s1 Cle:m Une Energy Is working turd to bo :11 good 

cnvlroM"Ie:ncl .::-tew:trd. We :~trc :tccouncblc to scte :.nd fedcr:tl 

~cncu:~ n:z:lrding our cnvironmencllm~ce :~tnd 3re conducting 

extensive outre1ch to cnvironmencl ~dYOClcy orpni:c.tions. 

•r._:•r-

lr;•e 

r;i.! 

.\ell 
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CLEAN LINE 

~ 

PROJECT Ovt:RVJEW 
The Gnln Belt Exp~ Oo;,n Line I>> 7QO.mllc .,....rhe>d. 
high volt:iagc direct cut"T"Cnt (HVOq tnnsml::::lon line th:1t 
will deliver 3.500 mc,e:tWJ.tts of low cost. rcn~lc power 

--

from wc..""tcm Ka.n~ to Missouri,lllinol:, lndi:Ln:l. :tnd point:: ~ 
brther C:L:t.. .... 

The development ::md construction of the Gr:tln Belt Expre:s 
Clo:ln Unc Is :1n c:tim:1ted $2 bll llon investment dut wm 
cn;,.blc :.\Pproxim::1tely $7 billion of new. renOW::lblc energy 
projecc to be built. 

CLJ:.AN UNE ENERGY 

TM~ 
The United Sc.tcs h:LS !;Omc of tho bc::t n:new:tblc 
resources In the world: however, the tr":ln~ml~::lon 

lnfr:t:tructurc does not exi::t to tnnsport the energy 

gononted from the~e resources to communlcle:: th:at 

need the po~r. Cle-:1n Uno Energy i:; workJng to 

addres: thi~ d ullcnge. 

n.. a-. u... e....,,..,.._ 
Oc:J.n Uno Energy is developing long-h:1ul, high voiQgo 

direct current tr:ln:mis;sJon lino projecc to connect 

rcnew:lblc energy ~ourccs to communities th::1t need 
the power. 

PROJECT FACT SHEET 

5,000+ CONSTRUCTION JOBS 

500+ OPERATIONS JOBS 

$2 BILLION INVESTMENT IN TRAN SMISSION 

$7 BILLION INVESTMENT IN NEW WIND 
FARMS 

ENOUGH POWER TO PROVIDE ELECTRICITY 
TO 1.4 MIWON HOMES PER YEAR 

PROPERTYTAX PAYMENTS 

INCREASED MARKET COMPETITION 
BENEFITS TO CONSUMERS 

SIGNIFICANT POLLUTION REDUCTION 

C LEAN LI NE 

~ 
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ROUTI GTHE G RAII1 El T EXPP.ESS CLEA.~ L 'NE 
Clc::.n Line 1::: developing the Gn.ln Belt Exprc:::: Clc:~n Unc: in :a vny t~t :attempt:;: to minimize imp:aet:o on n:il.tun.l 
:and cultur.l.l re~ourcc:::: :and existing l:and u:::c:.Thc: Gr.tln Belt Express Clc:::tn Unc: tc:.:tm Is g:tthcrlnt :a wide r:lntc: of 

lnform>don through >goncy coordln>tlon. public outro>ch, existing googr>phlc inform:~tlon sources. :.nd r.old 
rcconn;, ls::~.ncc to Inform the route pl:1nnlng procc::::s. C le::an Line h::u: n::c.lnc:d the loul:; Berger Group,;~. firm th;,t 

spcci:.lizcs in t r.msmi:::slon line pl:t.nnlng. to ~slst In the route development :and selection procc:::::::. 

Tho route pl:~.nning process takos into c.onsidcr.ttion routing factors such 3S: 

i\ • 
Biolog;ul 
R«4<J.-.:es 

VIsual RHC>o~r<e 
F .. c:o, 

Cuttv.-al 
Ae.s.OUJ"'CM 

,..., :-: ..:. ' . ' r ' 
~ •W~.IIescl.lr'CtS J 

~-- • J .. ,.. I 

En~ln«ri"' 
eo .. s idenatlons 

Schools. p:arlc;, churches, cc:mc:tc:rlcs. r~ldc:ncc:::, J.nd other 

structure::: 
Airports. heliport::, :J.nd other tr:lnsport::J.tion f:lcllltlc:s 

Resldcnti~. n:Cn:3tion:11, ~nd commerci:tl acve:lopmcnts 
Agricultural land use :tnd supporting lnf~trucwre 
Do•ignotod notunl l>nds (fodonl or=« forest:. refuges. w ildlife 
m).n~cmcnt :tre:u. :tnd rccrc:Ltion l:..nds) 
Existing linc::..r infr:u:tructun: such :u tr:ln:ml:slon line:. pl~llnes, 
lntorst:no hlghw:>ys. >nd nlln»ds 

Oe.sigruted :ltld known threatened. encbneered. or sensitive species. 
h>blca. :.nd flyw.>y> 

Scenic by·w:t.ys :ltld overlooks 

Rocro>tlon t..cllltlo• >nd tr>ll• 

Deslgnlted or eligible n3don31 or sate historic sites, monuments. 
fc::ltures. :ltld d istrictS 

Rc::;ervolrs, rive~. we:d:1nd:;. :;tre:un:. :111d l:1kc.s 
W~ter supply sources 

North Amorlan Electric Roli>bility Corpor>tion (NERq =nd>n!o 
Geologic h=rds :.nd otoop slopes 
Crooslng• o( oxlsdng high voloto lines (> 345 kV) 
Crossings of rrgjor rive~ '3nd w:tter bodies 

ROUTING MILESTONES 
The Gr::tin Belt Express C lc::tn Unc: te:tm h3S spent a year and :a h:..lf meeting with 
government ~encles. conscrv:nion org:ln lz:adons, c:lectcd offidlls :a.nd other community 
lc::1dc:rs to Identify potcntl:al routing opportunities :lnd constn.lna. We h:1vc: spent 
hundreds o( hours >n>ly.dng googr.>phlc lnform>tlon •ourcos. ponormlng field 
reconn:..b~ce. :md reviewing fe:edb:..ck from stakeholder: throughout the: s-OJdy :tro. 

At d1e roundt:lble worlchops,. we would like your Input on routing consu:Unts ~d 
opportUnity f~tures In your ~ We will use the lnfOt'madon to Inform the route: 
pl>nnlng dfort for tho Gr>ln Belt Express Oe>n Uno. 

D uring >nd >ftor the roundcblo•. tho Gr>ln Belt Express Cle>n Uno tc>m will continuo to g>thor lnform>tlon from tho public. 
:ogonclos. oxl•tlng googr>phlc lnform>don sources. :.nd r.old roconnolsS>ne<. Before Identifying> proposed route. we will hoSt 
public open houses. 

cr~ Unc wi ll seck r-egu l:ltory :tpprov::lls for the Gr:tln Sc:lt Express Cle:~.n Line from the n:lcv:mt st:l.tc regul:uory commiss ions. 

WEWOULD UKETO HEAR FROM YOU! 

I 
Pr"'VVd e routinz: c ornf"''MMf''U 
at t.hls roundtable 

~ 
Send an email to 
ln foQs:,..Snb<elcexproeucleanl'n•.corn 

G 
C onnect onUne at 
W'WW.CralnSettExp,..uCieanUne.corn or 
www.f.acebook.com/C::::r"aln8ek:ExproeuCioanUno 

Call our toll·free hodlne 
14SS-66S·3438 CLEAN LINE 

~ 
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MOL-3 PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE MEETING STATISTICS 

Date Public Open House Location 

July 15, 2013 Salisbury, MO 

July 16, 2013 Chillicothe, MO 

July 16, 2013 Carrollton, MO 

July 17, 2013 Hamilton, MO 

July 17, 2013 Cameron, MO 

July 18, 2013 St. Joseph, MO 

July 29, 2013 Macon, MO 

July 30, 2013 Moberly, MO 

July 30, 2013 Mexico, MO 

July 31, 2013 Hannibal, MO 

July 31, 2013 Monroe City, MO 

August 1, 2013 Bowling Green, MO 

December, 4,2013 Moberly, MO 

Total Attendees: 

Attendees 

159 

78 

106 

91 

172 

75 

106 

66 

158 

65 

113 

77 

22 

1,288 
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PLEASE JOIN US! 
You are invited to a Public Open House to 
learn about a transmission line project and 

share your feedback on potential routes 

GRAIN BELT EXPRESS CLEAN LINE 
The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is an approximately 700-mile overhead, direct current transmission line that 
will deliver low-cost, renewable energy from western Kansas to Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, and states farther east. 
Similar to the trains that carry grain harvested in the Midwest to market, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will 
move wind energy from its source in the grain belt of the country to markets with strong demand for low-cost, 
clean power. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of temporary jobs and hundreds of permanent jobs, 
reduce pollution and water usage, and provide local benefits through property taxes. 

Planning Corridors in Your Area 

GRAIN BELT EXPRESS HAS 
IDENTIFIED POTENTIAL ROUTES 
A network of potential routes has been identified 
for the transmission line and will be presented at 
the Public Open Houses. The potential routes are 
still under review at this time and are subject to 
change based on public feedback, so we are inviting 
landowners with property within 'planning corridors' 
centered around each potential route to provide 
their input. 

At each Public Open House, we will provide 
information about the Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
project and collect feedback that will help us refine 
the potential routes and ultimately select a proposed 
route to file for approval with the Missouri Public 
Service Commission. 

For more information about the routing process, 
please visit our website. 

Aerial maps of the potential routes will be available at the 
Public Open Houses and posted on the project website after the meetings. 

Schedule MOL-4 
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CLEAN LINE 

c/o The louis Berger Group 

1600 Baltimore Ave. Suite I 00 

Kansas City, MO 64108 

You have received this invitation because 
you own property along or near a potential 
route for a transmission line. 

GRAIN BElT EXPRESS 
Cl EAN liNE 

www.grainbeltexpresscleanline.com 

GRAIN BELT EXPRESS 
CLEAN liNf 

Please RSVP at www.eralnbeltexp .. esscleanUne~com or call (855)354-9088 
Each Public Open House will provide the same information. No formal presentation will be made. 
Please come any time between the listed times below. 

5-7 pm 
Knights of Columbus Hall 

31 I E. Patterson Ave. 
Salisbury, MO 65281 

7 -9am 
Chillicothe Elks Lodge 656 

401 Harvester Rd. 
Chillicothe, MO 6460 I 

5-7 pm 
Rupe Community Building 

71 0 Harvest Hills Dr. 
Carrollton, MO 64633 

7-9am 
Methodist Church 
Family Life Center 

. I 04 W. Samuel St. 
Hamilton, MO 64644 

5-7 pm 
Cameron Community Center 

91 5 Ashland Dr. 
Cameron, MO 64429 

7-9am 
American Legion Post 359 

4826 FrederickAve. 
St. Joseph, MO 64506 

For a complete list of Public Open Houses, please visit our website at www.grainbeltexpresscleanline.com. 

Aerial maps of the potential routes will be available at tile 

Public Open Houses and posted on the project website after the meetings. 

Food and drinks will be provided. 
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PLEASE JOIN US! 
You are invited to a Public Open House to 
learn about a transmission line project and 

share your feedback on potential routes 

GRAIN BELT EXPRESS CLEAN ll N E 
The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is an approximately 700-mile overhead, direct current transmission line that 

will deliver low-cost, renewable energy from western Kansas to Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, and states farther east. 
Similar to the trains that carry grain harvested in the Midwest to market, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will 
move w ind energy from its source in the grain belt of the country to markets with strong demand for low-cost, 
clean power. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of temporary jobs and hundreds of permanent jobs, 
reduce pollution and water usage, and provide local benefits through property taxes. 

Planning Corridors in Your Area 
This map Is for illustmtive purposes only and does not represent a proposed route. 

GRAIN BELT EXPRESS HAS 
IDENTIFIED POTENTIAL ROUTES 
A network of potential routes has been identified 
for the transmission line and will be presented at 
the Public Open Houses. The potential routes are 
still under review at this time and are subject to 
change based on public feedback, so we are inviting 
landowners with property within 'planning corridors' 
centered around each potential route to provide 
their input. 

At each Public Open House, we will provide 
information about the Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
project and collect feedback that will help us refine 
the potential routes and ultimately select a proposed 
route to file for approval with the Missouri Public 
Service Commission. 

For more information about the routing process, 
please visit our website. 

Aerial maps of the potential routes will be available at the 
Public Open Houses and posted on the project website after the meetings. 
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CLEAN LINE 

c/o The Louis Berger Group 

1600 Baltimore Ave. Suite I 00 

Kansas City, MO 64108 

You have received this invitation because 
you own property along or near a potential 
route for a transmission line. 

GRAIN BELT EXPRESS 
C l iAN l1HE 

www.grainbeltexpresscleanline.com 

GRAIN BELT EXPRESS 
Cl( AN liNE 

Please RSVP at www.gralnbeltexpresscleanllne•com or call (855)354~9088 
Each Public Open House will provide the same information. No formal presentation will be made. 
Please come any time between the listed times below. 

5-7 pm 

Macon County Expo Center 
Macon County Park 

U.S. Hwy 63 South (Missouri St.) 

Macon, MO 63552 

7-9am 

Moberly Municipal Auditorium 

I 09 N. Clark St. 

Moberly, MO 65270 

5-7 pm 

Knights of Columbus Hall 

9584 Missouri Hwy I 5 
Mexico, MO 65265 

7-9 am 

Shirley R. Bomar 

Community Center 

253 Munger Ln. 
Hannibal, MO 6340 I 

5-7 pm 

Knights of Columbus Hall 

424 S. Locust St. 

Monroe City, MO 63456 

7-9am 

Bowling Green 
High School Auditorium 

700 W. Adams St. 
Bowling Green, MO 63334 

For a complete list of Public Open Houses, please visit our website at www.grainbeltexpresscleanline.com. 

Aerial maps of the potential routes will be available at the 

Public Open Houses and posted on the project website after the meetings. 

Food and drinks will be provided. 
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MOL-5 NEWSPAPERS USED TO ADVERTISE PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE MEETINGS 

Missouri Newspaper 

Salisbury Chariton Valley News Press 

Salisbury Press-Spectator 

Brunswick Brunswicker 

Chillicothe Constitution Tribune 

Carrollton Democrat 

Caldwell County News and Pony Express Shopper 

Cameron Citizen-Observer 

Clinton Democrat 

Clinton County Leader 

St. Joseph News-Press 

Clarence Courier 

Shelbina Weekly 

The Shelby County Herald 

Macon Chronicle-Herald 

The Home Press (LaPiata) 

Moberly Monitor-Index 

Centralia Fireside Guard 

Mexico Ledger 

Hannibal Courier-Post 

Palmyra Spectator 

Monroe City Lake Gazette 

Bowling Green Times 

Louisiana Press-Journal 

People's Tribune 

Vandalia Leader 

Publish Date 

July9, 2013 

June 27, 2103 

July 11, 2013 

June 27, 2103 

July 11, 2013 

July 5, 2013 

July 9, 2013 

July 5, 2013 

July 10, 2013 

July 10, 2013 

July 9, 2013 

June 27, 2013 

July4, 2013 

July 5, 2103 

July 10, 2013 

July4, 2013 

July 11, 2013 

July 5, 2013 

July 11, 2013 

July 17, 2013 

July 24, 2013 

July 17, 2013 

July 24, 2013 

July 17, 2013 

July 24, 2013 

July 16, 2013 

July 23, 2013 

July 17, 2013 

July 24, 2013 

July 16, 2013 

July 23, 2013 

July 17, 2013 

July 24, 2013 

July 16, 2013 

July 23, 2013 

July 17, 2013 

July 24, 2013 

July 18, 2013 

July 25, 2013 

July 17, 2013 

July 24, 2013 

July 17, 2013 

July 24, 2013 

July 17,2013 

July 24, 2013 

July 16, 2013 

July 23, 2013 

July 17,2013 

July 24, 2013 
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ft GRAIN BELT EXPRESS CLEAN LINE 

ClEAN liNE 

PLEASE JOIN US! 
You are invited to a Public Open House to learn 
about a transmission line project and share your 
feedback on potential routes. 
The Grain Belt Express Clean Line Is an approximately 700-mile overhead, dire<:t current transmission 

line that will deliver low-cost, renewable energy from western Kansas to Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, and 

states farther east. Similar to the trains that carry grain harvested In the Midwest to market, the Grain 

Belt Express Clean Une will move wind energy from its source in the grain belt of the country to 

markets with strong demand for low-cost, clean power. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Une will create thousands of temporary jobs and hundreds of 

permanent jobs, reduce pollution and water usage, and provide local benefits through property taxes. 

Planning Corridors in Your Area 
A network of potential routes has been 

Identified for the transmission line and 

will be presented at the Public Open 

Houses. The potential routes are still 

under review at this time and are subject 

to change based on public feedback, 

so we are inviting landowners with 

property within 'planning corridors' 

centered around each potential route 

to provide their Input. 

RSVP TODAY! 
Call toll-free (855)358-9088 or register online at 

www.grainbeltexpresscleanllne.com 

Mon, July I 5 Tues, July 16 Wed, July 17 Thurs, July 18 

7-9am 7-9 am 7-9am 
Chillicothe Elks Lodge Methodist Church American Legion 

656 Family Life Center Post 359 
40 I Harvester Rd. I 04 W. Samuel St. 4826 Frederick Ave, 

Chillicothe, MO 6460 I Hamilton, MO 64644 St. joseph, MO 64506 

5-7 pm 5-7 pm 5-7 pm 
Knights of Columbus Rupe Community Cameron Community 

Hall Building Center 
311 E. Patterson Ave. 710 Harvest Hills Dr. 91 5 Ashland Dr. 
Salisbury, MO 65281 Carrollton, MO 64633 Cameron, MO 64429 

WWW.G RAIN BEL TEXP RESSC LEAN Ll N E.C 0 M 
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GRAIN BELT EXPRESS CLEAN LINE 
CLEAN tiNE 

PLEASE JOIN US! 
You are invited to a Public Open House to learn 
about a transmission line project and share your 
feedback on potential routes. 
The Grain Belt Express Clean line is an approximately 750-mile overhead, direct current transmission 
line that will deliver low-cost, renewable energy from western Kansas to Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, and 

states farther east. Similar to the trains that carry grain harvested in the Midwest to market, the Grain 

Belt Express Clean Une will move wind energy from its source in the grain belt of the country to 

markets with strong demand for low-cost, clean power. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean line will create thousands of temporary jobs and hundreds of 

permanent jobs, reduce pollution and water usage, and provide local benefits through property taxes. 

A network of potential routes has been 
identified for the transmission line and 

will be presented at the Public Open 

Houses. The potential routes are still 

under review at this time and are subject 

to change based on public feedback, 

so we are Inviting landowners with 

property within 'planning corridors' 

centered around each potential route to 

provide their input. 

RSVP TODAY! Call toll-free (855)358-9088 or 
register online at www.gralnbeltexpresscleanline.com 

Each Public Open House will provide the same information. No formal presentation will 
be made. Please come any time between the listed times below. 

Mon,July 29 Tues,July 30 Wed, July 31 Thurs,Aug I 

S-7pm 
Macon County Expo 

Center 
Macon County Park 
U.S. Hwy 63 South 

(Missouri St.) 
Macon, MO 63552 

7 -9am 
Moberly Municipal 

Auditorium 
109 N. Clark Sl 

Moberly, MO 65270 

5-7 pm 
Knights of 

Columbus Hall 
9584 Missouri Hwy IS 

Mexico, MO 65265 

7-9am 
Shirley R. Bomar 

Community Center 
253 Munger ln. 

Hannibal, MO 6340 I 

5-7 pm 
Knights of 

Columbus Hall 
424 S.locust St. 

Monroe City. MO 63456 

7-9 am 
Bowling Green 

High School Auditorium 
700W.Adams St. 

Bowling Green, MO 
63334 

WWW.G RAIN BEL TEXPRESSCLEAN Ll N E.CO M 
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GRAIN BELT EXPRESS CLEAN LINE 

PROJECT OVERVIEW 
The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is an approximately 

750-mile overhead, direct current transmission line that 

will deliver low-cost, renewable energy from western 

Kansas to Missouri and states farther east. Similar to 
the trains that carry grain harvested in the Midwest to 

markets, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will move 

wind energy from its source in the grain belt of the 

country to markets with strong demand for low-cost, 

clean power. 

CLEAN LINE ENERGY 
The Challenge 
The United States has some of the best 

r·enewable energy resources in the world; 

however, the transmission infrastructure does 

not exist to transport the energy generated 

from these resources to communities that 

need the power. Clean Line Energy is working 

to address this challenge. 

The Clean Line Energy SolutJon 
Clean Line Energy is developing long-haul 

transmission lines to connect abundant 

r·enewable energy to communities that need 

it. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will 

deliver low-cost, clean, renewable energy to 

communities in Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, and 

states farther east. 

• 
.. -• 

$2 BILLION INVESTMENT IN 
TRANSMISSION 

$7 BILLION IN NEW WIND FARM 
INVESTMENTS 

5000+ CONSTRUCTION JOBS 

~ 500+ OPERATIONS JOBS 

- MANUFACTURING JOBS 

~ LOCAL BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS 

PROPERTY TAX REVENUES 

CLEAN LINE 

~ 
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~OUTING A TRANSMISSION LINE 
:lean Line Energy is developing the Grain Belt Express Clean Line route in a way that attempts to minimize 

'l1pacts on existing land use and natural and cultural resources. The routing team is gathering a wide range of 
1formation through agency coordination, public outreach, existing geographic information sources, and field 

econnaissance to inform the route planning process. The route planning process takes into consideration 
1umerous routing factors, such as: 

Residences 

Agricultural lands 

State and federal lands 

Recreational areas 

Water resources 

Known cultural resources 

Schools 

Airports/airstrips 

Churches 

Sensitive habitats and protected species 

Community feedback 

Engineering constraints 

Vith input from local officials, conservation organizations, state and federal agencies, and other stakeholders, 

•otential route s have been identifi e d for the Grain Be lt Ex press Clean Line transmission project in Missouri. 
lecause the potential routes are subject to change, landowners with property within a "planning corridor" 

round each potential route were invited to attend Public Ope n Houses to provide feedback . 

V11SSOURI ROUTING PROCESS 

DETERMINE 
PROJECT STUDY 

AREA 

I : 

DEVELOP 
POTENTIAL ROUTE 

N ETWORK WITH 
COMMUNITY 

INPUT 

111SSOURI PSC 
HOLDS PUBLIC 

HEARINGS & 
REV IEWS 

APPLICATION 

PSC D ECISION 
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REF INED NETWORK OF POTENTIAL ROUTES 
Over the summer, Clean Line Energy hosted 12 Public Open Houses to seek feedback on potential routes for 

the Grain Belt Express Clean Line in Missouri. We also received feedback on potential routes through letters, 

online, and over the phone. In the review process after the Public Open Houses, the routing team eliminated 

a number of potential routes and identified one additional potential route to consider with public input. These 

changes are reflected in the Refined Potential Route Network below. This Public Open House is meant to re

view the additional potential route added during the r·eview process. 

Planning Corridor 

New Planning Corridor 

County Boundary 

C State Boundary 

Interstate 

= USHighway 

0 5 10 30 

••-==-•-==::JIMiles 

20 

WHAT'S NEXT AFTER TH IS PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE? 
The feedback we receive at this Public Open House will help the routing team further refine the potential 

routes for the transmission line and ultimately select one proposed route to file for approval with the Missouri 

Public Service Commission. Landowners will be notified if their property is along the proposed route . 

Detailed maps of the potential routes and informational materials are available on the project website. In 

addition to submitting a comment card at the Public Open Houses, landowners and other interested parties can 

submit comments via the Grain Belt Express Clean Line website and the hotline number. 

Schedule MOL-7 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
How do I submlt feedback on the potential routes 
in ' sou· l 
Please submit feedback on the maps or your comment card, on 

the project website, or by calling the hotline number. 

Where can I find th aerial maps shown at the 
Public Open ous 1 
Please visit the project website to view the aerial maps that 

are available at the Public Open House. 

Wh i9h Volt -, Direct Current ( VDC)l 
The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will utilize HVDC 

transmission, an established technology that is ideal for 

moving large amounts of power over long distances. HVDC 

transmission lines use a narrower right-of-way than equivalent 
alternating current transmission lines and lose less power 

along the way. 

Wh1 vii pay fo · e Grain 8 Jt E pre I an Line! 
Grain Belt Express intends to privately finance the 

development and construction of the project and sell 

transmission capacity to renewable energy generators in 

Kansas and to utility customers in Missouri, and states farther 

east that choose to buy the renewable energy. 

Wh ill cor true ·ion begint 
The timeline of the project is intertwined with the regulatory 

processes in each state the project will traverse. After 

Grain Belt Express receives the appropriate approvals from 

each state's public utility commission, Grain Belt Express 
will complete remaining easement acquisition, surveying, 

environmental permitting, and signing up customers. 

Construction will take two to three years and could begin as 

soon as 2016. Grain Belt Express is committed to using qualified, 

local vendors to assist in constructing the transmission line. 

Where should I submit my bu iness Inform tion to 
be considered or th c'lnstruction of the proj 1 
We are always seeking to identify businesses that would like 

to provide services during the construction of the Grain Belt 

Express Clean Line. If you are interested in submitting your 
business information, please visit: 

www.grainbeltexpresscleanline.com. 

D VISIT US ON THE WEB 
WWW. GRAIN BELTEXPRESSCLEAN LINE. C OM 

CLEAN LINE 

~ 
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LCOME! 
The purpose of this Public Open House is to: 

• 

• 

• 

Introduce the Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Share our transmission line routing process 

Seek your feedback to help us refine potential routes 

0 
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CLEAN LINE 

DELIVERING CLEAN ENERGYTO MARKET ~ 

U.S. Wind Resources 
United States -Annual Average Wind Speed at 80 m 
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Clean Line Energy is developing 
long-haul, transmission line 
projects to connect the best 
renewable energy resources to 
communities that need the power. 
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CLEAN LINE 

GRAIN BELT EXPRESS CLEAN LINE ~ 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a 750-mile overhead, direct current transmission line that will deliver low-cost, 
renewable energy from Kansas to Missouri, Ill ino is, Indiana, and states farther east. Similar to the trains that carry grain 
harvested in the Midwest to markets, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will move wind energy from its source in the 
grain belt of the country to markets with a strong demand for low-cost, clean power. 

IULY 10 0 
PROJECT KICKOFF 

II 

T 
201 1 

20 0- 20 s 
PUBLIC OUTREACH. REGULATORY APPROVAL. SITING. 
PE~MITTING AND BEGIN 1\IGHT·Of.WA.Y ACOUISITION 

20 6 
SECURE CUSTOMERS AND 

riNALIZE RICHT.QF.WAY ACQUISITION 

2016 - 20 s 
CONSTRUCTION 

T 
ll I T ·r r- -- -r.----- r. - r--~1 

:~n -.... ~ -

20 • 
COMMERCIAL 
OPeRATION 
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CLEAN LINE 

BENEFITS OF HIGH VOLTAGE DIRECT CURRENT (HVDC) ~ 
w.w.••~ r.T;~n'ii' lfi,J.J!Ii.ILW. 

Alternating Current Direct Current 

SMALLER FOOTPRINT 

MORE EFFICIENT 

LOWER COST 

IMPROVED RELIABILITY 

-II 

Uses narrower right-of-way than comparable AC lines. 

Transfers power with less infrastructure and lowe r line losses than alternating current (AC) lines moving a 
comparable amount of power over long distances. 

Requires less infrastructure and has lower li ne losses. resulting in lower costs and lower prices for clean energy. 

Provides the operator complete control over power flow and facilitates the integration of wind energy from 

different resource areas. 

0 
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CLEAN LIN E 

DELIVERING KANSAS WIND POWER WITH HVDC ~ 

KS 

Kansas 
Converter 

Station 
(ACto DC) .... 

lt~ 
HVDC 

Transmission 
Line 

RESOURC E A REA 

Wind 
Power 

~11 
AC Transmission 

Lines 

• New wind farms will connect with AC lines 
to a converter station in western Kansas 

• Kansas converter station converts 
AC power to DC power 

HYDC transmission line delivers Kansas 
wind power to markets farther east 

crt - . 
Missouri 

Converter 
Station 

(DC to AC) .... 
HVDC 

Transmission 
Line 

MA RKET 

11~r~~l 
AC Transmission Distribution 

lines lines 
Homes and 
Businesses 

Illinois 
Converter 

Station 
(DC toAC) .... 

DE NC IN PA MO VA NJ 
1>40 l C»-' I(V "'"N M' WV DC 

• Delivery converter stations in Missouri and Illinois 
convert D C power to AC power 

• AC power is delievered to the grid at two 
interconnection points in Missouri and Indiana 

• Existing AC lines distribute clean energy to consumers 

0 
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ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
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.. 
.A 
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$2 BILLION INVESTMENT IN 
TRANSMISSION 

$7 BILLION IN NEWWIND FARM 
INVESTMENTS 

5000+ CONSTRUCTION JOBS 

500+ OPERATIONS JOBS 

MANUFACTURING JOBS 

LOCAL BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS 

PROPERTYTAX REVENUES 

ClEAN liNE 

~ 

"ABB is excited to be involved in a project that will deliver /ow-cost, 

clean energy to Missouri, where we have two large manufacturing 
operations that support the wind energy and transmission industries," 

said Richard Bocim, ABB's Vice President of Commercial Operations -
Transformers. "Our agreement with Grain Belt Express Clean Line will 
represent 20 jobs in our St. Louis manufacturing facility." 

ABB's manufacturing and repair facility in St. Louis. 0 
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OUTREACH AND ROUTING 
ClEAN liNE 

~ 

Public invo lvement is an important part of developing the Grain Belt Express C lean Line. 
We are committed to engaging with the public in the decision-making process. 

DETERMINE 
PROJECT STUDY 

AREA 

MISSOURI ROUTING PROCESS 

DEVELOP 
POTENTIAL ROUTE 
NETWORK WITH 

COMMUNITY 
IN PUT 

REFINE POTENTIAL 
ROUTE N ETWORK 

~ 

IDENTIFY 
PROPOSED ROUTE 

FILE UTILITY 
APPLICATION AND 
PROPOSED ROUTE 
FOR APPROVAL BY 
MISSOURI PUBLIC 

SERVICE 
COMMISSION (PSC) 

~tf9..~LtFmtql.vei1i:t{i('Of.P,pRj,uNt n~s -~ 

-~:·· .. ·, . . -- ~ 
.,.~ . . - - Of'PICIM. 

' - .. t!TI~ J -- DeCIIIO!< 

MISSOURI PSC 
HOLDS PUBLIC 

HEARINGS & 
REVIEWS 

APPLICATION 

PSC DECISION 
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CLEAN LINE 

LANDOWNER RELATIONSHIPS ~ 

Grain Belt Express Clean Line is committed to working closely with landowners 

uy WE'RE HERE TO"'AY 

We are here to seek your feedback on potential routes and to better understand your area, 
so we can work to find a proposed route that minimizes impact. 

COMPENSATION t»ACKAGES LL CONSIDER A VARIETY OF FACTORS 

• Value of property based on comparable sales or appraisals in the local area 
• Size of easement (acres) 
• Structure type and quantity of structures on property 
• Impacts during construction 
• Conditions specific to the parcel 

AGktClJLTURAL IMPACT MITIGATION POLICY 

Our policy commits Clean Line to general practices that can be incorporated to minimize, 
reclaim, and mitigate impacts as they relate to agricultural lands. 

(i[•l•];a.i];aj[e]~I•III4i 

Grain Belt Express Clean Line's Code 
of Conduct details how employees 

and contractors will treat landowners 
in a fair and res ectful manner. 

0 
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CLEAN LINE 

EASEMENTS: LANDOWNER COMPENSATION ~ 

The information provided below is not an offer. No party shall incur any obligation with respect to the subject matter of this board until a 
definitive agreement is signed among the requisite parties. 

TOTAL COMPENSATION: 

Easement payment + Structure payment = More than I 00% of fair market value 

COMPENSATION COMPONENTS: 

I 00% of fair market value 

C lean Line will compensate 
for related damages, such as: 

• Crop damage 

Commercially marketable timber 

Structure Type Annual Payment or One-T ime Payment • Irrigation or drainage interference 
truss or monopole $500 per structure 

lattice $1.500 per structure 

or 

or 

$6.000 per structure 

$ 18.000 per structure 

LANDOWNER COMPENSATION EXAMPLE FORA TYPICAL HALF-MILE EASEMENT: 

If a parcel has a fair market value of $4,000 per acre, for a I 50-foot wide right-of-way, the owner would 
receive $72,400 for the easement and 2 lattice structures, or $54.400 for the easement and 3 truss 
structures (if the landowner chooses a one-time structure payment). 

0 
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CLEAN LINE 

ROUT:ING CONSIDERATIONS ~ 

• Grain Belt Express is developing the transmission line route in a way that attempts to minimize impacts on 

land use and natural and cu ltural resources. 

• The team is gathering a w ide range of information through agency coordination, public outreach, 

exist ing geographic information sources, and fi eld reconnaissance to inform the route planning process. 

• The route planning process takes into considerat ion many factors, such as: 

o~·T CONSTRAINTS 
• Residences 

• Agricultural lands 

• State and federal lands 

• Recreational area 

• Water resources 

• Known cultural resources 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Schools 

Airport/airstrips 

Churches 

Sensitive habitats and protected species 

Community feedback 

Engineering constraints 

ROUTII"G Qpr;»QRTUNITIES 
• Paralleling existing linear infrastructure 

o Pipelines 

o Transmission lines 

o Railroads 

o Roads 

• Following existing divisions of land 

o Property boundaries 

o Fence lines 

o Section or half-section lines 

0 
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POTENTIAL ROUTES IN MISSOURI 

Potential 
Route 

Pike 

L- Map Tile 

County 
Boundary 

State 
Interstate E:J Boundary 

US Highway .:-~ 

30 W - E 0 5 10 20 
• .£::.-c:=:::::JI s - Miles 

These Potcn<iol Rout<:$ ore subject to chongc twcd on 
lecdbock ond odditionol onolysis. A oinzie Proposed Route 

wiU be filed for opprov:>l with Missouri PUC. 

~Mop D.ltc: 7110120 13 

CLEAN LINE 

~ 
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GRAIN BELT EXPRESS CLEAN LINE A 1/ansmission hne ptojed. owned UJ Gtoin /kit Exfltels Oeon Une LLC 

Name: -----------------------------------------------------------------------
Address: ___________________________________________________________________ __ 

City: __________________________ .State: _________ .Zip: ______ __ 

Phone: __________________________ Email :. ______________________________________ __ 

This questionnaire is designed to collect comments regarding the routing of the Grain Belt 
Express Clean Line. Your feedback will assist the routing team in understanding your interests 
and concerns, and in identifying information that may help the siting process. Comments received 
will be considered in the route selection process. 

The routing team considers parallel alignments to existing linear features when developing potential routes. As 
a landowner, what type of an alignment would you prefed 

Alignments that are: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Parallel to existing transmission lines* 
Parallel to existing pipelines* 
Along parcel boundaries 
Parallel to roads or highways* 
No preference 
Other: _______________________________________________ __ 

*Note: routes considered along these features are aligned next to the existing rights·Of·way, not within or overlapping the exlstlng rights·Of·way. 

Please use the space below to provide any comments you have about the project and/or any additional 
information you think we should consider as we refine potential routes and ultimately select the proposed 
route. If you have a comment on a specific potential route segment presented at the meeting, please reference 
the route segment number. If your parcel address is different than your mailing address, · please note the parcel 
address or 10 number below. 

For further information or to provide additional input, please visit www.grainbeltexpresscleanline.com 

#2301 

#2101 
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GRAIN BELT EXPRESS CLEAN LINE A tronsmksion line proje<t wned IYt Groin ~It &press Oeon Line LLC 

# 2301 

Additional comments: 

Did you find this Open House to be informative? If not, what can we do better? 

0 Check here if you would like to receive the project newsletter. 

0 Check here if you would like us to follow up with you on your comments. 

Please provide your email address for an expedited response:------- - - - - --- - -

PLEASE DEPOSIT COMPLETED FORMS IN THE COMMENT 
COLLECTION BOX UPON LEAVING THE MEETING 

CLEAN LINE 
If you wish to provide input via mail, please send to: 

Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

C/0 Brad Fine 

1600 Baltimore Ave, Suite I 00 

Kansas City, MO 641 08 

For further information or to provide additional input, please visit www.grainbeltexpresscleanline.com 
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Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line Project 

Code of Conduct 
For 

Right-of-Way Agents and Subcontractor Employees 

This Code of Conduct applies to all communications and interactions with property owners 
and occupants of property by all right-of-way agents and subcontractor employees 
representing Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC in the negotiation of right-of-way and the 
performance of surveying, environmental assessments and the other activities for the Grain 
Belt Express Clean Line Project on property not owned by Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
LLC. 

1. All communications with property owners and occupants must be factually correct and 
made in good faith. 

a. Do provide maps and documents necessary to keep the landowner properly informed 
b. Do not make false or misleading statements. 
c. Do not purposely or intentionally misrepresent any fact. 
d. If you do not know the answer to a question, do not speculate about the answer. Advise 

the property owner that you will investigate the question and provide an answer later. 
e. Follow-up in a timely manner on all commitments to provide additional information. 
f. Do not send written communications suggesting an agreement has been reached when, 

in fact, an agreement has not been reached. 
g. If information provided is subsequently determined to be incorrect, follow up with the 

landowner as soon as practical to provide the corrected information. 
h. Do provide the landowner with appropriate contact information should additional 
contacts be necessary. 

2. All Communications and interactions with property owners and occupants of property 
must be respectful and reflect fair dealing. 

a. When contacting a property owner in person, promptly identify yourself as 
representing Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

b. When contacting a property owner by telephone, promptly identify yourself as 
representing Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

c. Do not engage in behavior that may be considered harassing, coercive, manipulative, 
intimidating or causing undue pressure. 

d. All communications by a property owner, whether in person, by telephone or in 
writing, in which the property owner indicates that he or she does not want to negotiate or does 
not want to give permission for surveying or other work on his or her property, must be respected 
and politely accepted without argument. Unless specifically authorized by a Grain Belt Express 
Clean Line, do not contact the property owner again regarding negotiations or requests for 
permission. 

e. When asked to leave property, promptly leave and do not return unless specifically 
authorized by Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

f. If discussions with the property owner become acrimonious, politely discontinue the 
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discussion and withdraw from the situation. 
g. Obtain unequivocal permission to enter property for purposes of surveying or 

conducting environmental assessments or other activities. Clearly explain to the property owner 
the scope of the work to be conducted based on the permission given. Attempt to notifY the 
occupant of the property each time you enter the property based on this permission. 

h. Do not represent that a relative, neighbor and/or friend have signed a document or 
reached an agreement with Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

i. Do not ask a relative, neighbor and/or friend of a property owner to convince the 
property owner to take any action. 

j. Do not represent that a relative, neighbor and/or friend supports or opposes the Grain 
Belt Express Clean Line Project, unless asked. 

k. Do not suggest that any person should be ashamed of or embarrassed by his or her 
opposition to the Grain Belt Express Clean Line Project or that such opposition is inappropriate. 

1. Do not suggest that an offer is "take it or leave it." 
m. Do not threaten to call law enforcement officers or obtain court 

orders. 
n. Do not threaten the use of eminent domain. 

3. All communications and interactions with property owners and occupants of property 
must respect the privacy of property owners and other persons. 

a. Discussions with property owners and occupants are to remain confidential. 
b. Do not discuss your negotiations or interactions with other property owners or other 

persons. 
c. Do not ask relatives, neighbors and/or friends to influence the property owner or any 

other person. 
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EA-2014-0207 

MOL-10 

LETTERS OF SUPPORT 

PART 1 OF 4 

Note: The individuals who signed the following letters have expressed their 
personal support of the Grain Belt Express Project and not the support of 
the entire business or organization with which they are affiliated. 
Employers have been listed for identification purposes, as well as to show 
the wide diversity of support from Missouri residents. 
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT 

STATE REPRESENTATIVES 
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CIU'LTOL OFFICll 
Stito c.pliol 

201 Wcot c.pilof /IVC<IIJO 
Jdf..,on City, MO 65101-6806 

TeTe: (573) 751·1490 
Fox: {57!) 522-0547 

E-M db 
Don..Wcltt@booso.mo.p 

D!STI\ICT .ADDRESs 
348 Ozatk J\., 

Cabooi,MO 65101 MISSOURl HOUSE OF RBl'RESBNTATIVES 
DON WELLS 

July 19, 201! 

Missouri Public Service Coxmnission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

StttoRepr .. entt!Mo 
Dlslxict 147 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missoucl Public Sen1oe Colll!llissioners: 

COl\!Ml'ITEES 

audrman: 

F'mancia.l Insti!lllions 

Memben -· Fiml!Review 
Profcuion<!Repmdoo 

&l.Jamdog 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an eleotrioal oo~porationln the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. · 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy 1l;om western KllllS8S to population centers in Missouri 
and fmther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the.countty to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain In Missowi. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missoud counties. 
I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 

required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

<:: 

Don Wells 
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Daie: ( { {~ {1'3 
Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0360 

Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
Kansas to Missouri and other states, advance both ofthese objectives. 

TI1e Grain Belt Express Clean Line wiU spur economic growth in our region. The transniission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind farms can be pmvided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Name: Jo-~ 

Title: S-f...xe. R .... -¢w"it...:l:in 

Organization:----------------------

Address: 

Email Address: 

Phone: 

REDACTED 

REDACTED 

REDACTED v 
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JW>e2013 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commission: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
the Great Plains to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind flums can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

TI1e wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying t11e power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I suppmt the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Signature: ~j':Lft 

Title: Sl'l fc Jft;uttH.,f~f:ve. !)/1., /Jl.s/t..lc--1 

Organization: Ito JvxC o/ If C.J'I'-UC~ f,f'veJ' 

Address: 

Email Address 

Phone: 

REDACTED 

REDACTED 

REDACTED 
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Date: 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
Jeffernon City, MO 65102-0360 

Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component ofimproving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
Kansas to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line wnt spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and seiVices needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind fanns can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. Tite low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Signature: ----Z.,<r ji:..£ 
Name: Cn. &Au/e. 

Title: S,{.,k. BI'N.II'•I..h,:.,, • 
Orl?anization: -----------------------

Address: ___________________________________ _ 

REDACTED 
Email Address: -------~-=:o--------------------

REDACTED 
Phone: 
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT 

COUNTY COMMISSION 
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Crawford County Commission 
P 0 Box AS Steelville, MO 65565 

(573)775-2376 Fax (573)775-3066 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Bell Express Clean line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

Please accept this letter of our County's support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC 
to operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the Grain 
Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC} transmission line that will 
deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers In Missouri and farther east. By 
connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with greater demand for power, the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts of new wind energy projects to be built, 
which will likely send ripple effects through the growing wind energy supply chain In Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Una will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, and 
deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission line will also 
increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 

move this project forward. 

Richard Martin 
Commissioner-1 11 District 

Leo Sanders 
Presiding Commissioner 

John Hewkin 
Commissioner-2"' District 
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REYNOLDS COUNTY COMMISSION 
Reynolds County Com·thouse • P.O. Box 10 * Centerville, MO 63633 

Phone (573) 648-2494 

JOE LOYD 
Presiding Commissioner 

DOUG WARREN 
Commissioner 1st District 

July 5, 2011 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

WAYNE HENSON 
Commissioner 2nd District 

MIKE HARPER 
County Clerk 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the Grain 
Belt Express Clean Line. 
The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (INDC) transmission line that 
will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri and farther 
east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the COWl try to markets with greater demand 
f01· power, the Grain Belt E;xpress Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts of new wind energy 
projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing wind energy supply 
chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission line 
will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joe Loyd 

c;:z;rissioner 

Rick Parker 

~r~~ 

Doug Warren 

!"~:;~~ 
Mike Harper 
County1 perk 

~r<"r 

Wayne Henson 

2'"Diswro~ 
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I COurthouso 
1ou w. Charry Sttaet 
NtWada, MO 64772 

417·448-2505 
417·448·2500 

Fax: 417-667-8035 
e-mail: commlssJon@varnoncountymo.org 

BONNIE M. McCORD 
Presiding Commlssloner 

NEAL F. GERSTER 
Northern Commissioner 

KENNON R. SHAW 
Southern COmmissioner 

VERNON COUNTY COMMISSION 

June21, 2011 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P. O.Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

RB: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

We are writing to express our support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean 
Line, LLC to operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, 
own and operate the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain B~lt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission 
line that will deliver low cost wind energy from We$\~ Kansas to population centers in 
Missouri and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind re$ources in the country 
to markets with greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable 
over 3,500 megawatts of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send 
ripple effects through the growing wind energy supply <:hain in Mhsouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thilusands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean 
energy, and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The 
transmission line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri 
counties. 

We support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory 
approvals required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely-A_}} -:;j;} . 
iJdtfl;;; ~.lJJ~e~ 
Northern Commissioner 
VCCigw 

Presiding Commissioner Southern Commissioner 
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Olll..M.\RSiiAlL 
E~ucrn CommiHIOBtr 
15~ N. SlUe Hwy.J!) 
Gml'lfitld, MO 65661 
PhGnt {>117)631-lS"l6 

June 27,2011 

DADE COUNTY COMMISSION 
300 W. Water St. 

Greenfield, Missouri 65661 
Phon" (;17) 637-~lH 

RA;\D'f DA:>.:IH 
rusidin:; Commhii9ntr 
518 S. Alli!On 
Gmnl'it1d,hl0 65661 
P}lont (411)317-4613 

IN SESSION MONDAY OF EAOI Vr'££.K 

Missouri Public Service Commission 

200 Madison Street 

Po Box 360 

Jefferson City, MO 65102 

· Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line ..... . ' . 
Dear Mlssouri.Public Service Commissioners: 

UA.VlORUSCH 
WtS!trn Ccmn•hsirHHr 
·fH W. 0Jd< 10~ 
lotkwood, MO 65631 
Phont (~17)~32-5014 

The Dade County Commission supports the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line llC to operate as 
an. electrical corporation In the State of Missouri and to huild, own and operate the Grain Belt Express 
Clean line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean line is a high voltage direct current (1-IVOC) transmission line that will 
deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers In Missouri and farther east. By 
connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with greater demaild for power, 
the Grain Belt Express Clean line will enable over 3,500 megawatts of new wind energy projects to be 
built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing wind energy supply chain In Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, and 
deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission line wlll also 
increase much needed tax revenues for Dade County. 

We support the Grain Belt Express Clean line and urge you to provide .the regulatory approvals required 
to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

The Dade Co~nty Commission 

~~ ()'> .··~ ·&~£~ 
. .• \0. . " . . 

Randy Daniel, Presiding oavid Rusch, Western Bill Marshall, Eastern 
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT 

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
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June2013 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commission: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
oflife. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
the Great Plains to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of doUars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind fanns can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our slate with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Signature:--FJ%J=}t';()Jffi....~~~· ---'-----

~: ____,fc..=~JJ~fl""""~'-=-'-· 71"'"'---"'~'-"-'1L4~~-=-=-'..ll· 01..-==ill"'-<--< --

Title: __ ?J _____ ..,.--,--;-----:-------

Organization: ---'-~--'~=· 1'---c.....Jrj=..p.P=..::o... __ (}0=-.Ll'-l.j1 k"-"iyll...::f---
REDACTED Address: 

Email A· 

Phone: 
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Date: J -? ~j":L_ 

Dear Missouri Public Service Conunissionet~: 

. I am writing to express my sup~ort for the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United States has some of 
the best wind resources in the world, making it possible to ·obtain a sizable portion of our energy from a 
clean, domestic resource. However, there are thcusands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cannot be built due to insufficient transmission infrastructure .. Tile challenge lies in connecting 
abundant, low~cost, renewable ~sources to communities that need the power with an efficient 
transmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to address this challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Lhle 
will create thousands of temporary jobs, enable construction ofmo~e than 3,500 megawatts of !ow-cost, 
clean energy, and deliver enough electricity to power more than 1.4 million American homes. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean l.ine and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. · 

Name; ft~/1" Jk.rl 97-du/l "~ C.. M.,,:.;.f/o~ 

Signature: =622;2 a~/2: Q 
Organization: 

Street: REDACTED 

City:_ 

State: 

Email A 

Phone: ---------------
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Date: 71 \(ll \'3 
Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0360 

Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Conunissioners: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
oflile. Also imp01tant are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
Kansas to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind farms can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low~cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by divet'sifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regnlatmy approvals required to 

:::~~4--/ 
Name: t{;'f/,'a-m .£ ,/Joe d<"'.J 
Title: /.), rtt:z./: :tf / 

Organization: ( 0 .?(.of L 
Address: 

{

Emai!Ad< 

Phone:_ 

-·---~ 

Got~ fftj "t-ttJ.-m·rn/r;.,·o i e r 

CPcLr'l (Aero!( C6Pa tJty 
REDACTED · 
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Date: ____,J'--_..l-"_.---'-'-/-"1.-'----------

· Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing )<i express my suppott for the Grain Belt Express Clean Une. Th« United States. has some of 
the best wind resources in the world, making it possible to obtain a sizable portion of o~ energy from a 
clean, domestic resource. However, there are thousanda of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that ciumot be built due to insufficieD.t transmission infrastmcture .. The challenge Jies in connecting 
abundant, low--co~t, renewable r~ources to communities that need the power with an efficient . 
transmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to a.ddress this challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
will create thousands ·oftemporaty jobs, enable construction of more than 3,500 megawatts oflow-cost, 
clean energy, and deliver enough electricity to power more than 1.4 million American homes. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Liite and urge you to provide the regulatmy approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Name: ;f;J {h W rk // 

Signature: -tJIT V ~.df 
Organization: ~/#1M 

REDACTED 
Street: 

City:_ 

State: 

Email 

Phone 
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Date: 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0360 

Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Cotrunissioners: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new'jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also important are effmts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
Kansas to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. · 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind hubines atld their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to consuuct the 
transmission line and wind fanns can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. TI1e low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by dive1~ifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regnlatory approvals required to 

::-a£:~4¥ .. 
Name: ~~AI R lJ~ . 
Title: P=::L~ ~ 
Organization: cJn ~ ~ 

REDACTED 
Address: 

EmailAdc 

Phone: 
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June2013 

Dear Missouri Public SeiVice Commission: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
the Great Plains to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to constrnct the 
transmission line and wind funns can he provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low~! energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on m10lesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Lh1e and urge you to provide tl1c regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Signature:~ L 11 · e,~ 
Name: G !e, t'J rV fo.Q O.rl 

-e''S~' ''d O~j) J:' ,,,.oN.v 
Orgaruzation: __ j, I b _ C _{,j I!) __ 

Address: 
REDACTED 

Email Ad' 

Phone: 
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D~te: 

Missowi Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0360 

Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component ofimproving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
Kansas to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines ana their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
.transmission line and wind fanns can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered"by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missowi by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices, 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Signature: ~ (11 1 dd; 
Name: .!fa,. 'J f11 .S C::a. r-1-J 
Title: A !I S' G C 

Organization: __ S""""-'t.'-'. _,e'-'/.._,t,9 '7-C'-""""'""'"''--+-'-:,.;;--------

Address: 
REDACTED 

Email Ad• 

Phone: 
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Missomi Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate tlte 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers i11 Missomi 
and farther east. By connecting some ofthe best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The tratlsmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project fonvard. 

Sincer:z; £) / 

~ ~(<J.d.z..-
Nrune: Dt4A!tt/V i21-! o/l.p£$ 

Title: {"i? £5:r: J)7::/JG CoM 1141:5 >.z:o IJ e;,e_ 

Organization: _ _,?.=t4"'·<=o.:t.,t=.=i>'-'£~_,.c;.=-=="'-""'-IU""-'!'-'1"'---
' I 

REDACTED Address: 

PhoneN 

Signature: ------"'fJ"-'· ~=::!9<:...~=e.c=>e::=---
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Supp011 Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deli vet· low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the hest wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project fonvard. 

Sincerely, 

.1/E J/ J // 5!1A-!U'JJ::: Name: __ A __ L _____________ _ 

Organization: _.:D~7f...::L:::.:.{::..:/f...!....=:5,__..::C.""o'-'v::.:No::.;7'-f.;t __ _ 

Address:_ 
REDACTED 

PhoneNum 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Suppmt Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missomi Public Service Commissioners: 

l am writing to express my suppmt for the applicatiott of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from westem Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and fartlter east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grait1 Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project fotward. 

Sincerely, 

Title:dfa,l/t;i;.s: ($"'"' '~sd>-w.-, 

Organization:54'a.v.v.:rJ ~ j?z,~,?(;!ar/ 
Address:.?kw,.,.v ~~ ~r-//ayt:.-

REDACTED 
Phone Number:. 

Si~~ 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 651 02 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Conunissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct currer1t (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the counny to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be buill, which will likely send ripple effects tlrrough the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmissiotl 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Name; ~ s;&{?C:cc 
Title; k,"J; .. k {fv,.,.y,'l':h> .. ~ 
Organi7.alion; 'TSN'lJ avvfc, a0fiie!.IM"C?</'7' 

REDACTED 
Address 

REDACTED 

REDACTED 
Phone Number; £I--
signature: ~-.. /L~ij'-e ... ~ 

/' r; 
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Missouri Public Setvice Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jeffet~on City, MO 65102 

Subject: Supp01t Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct cun·ent (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy fi·om westem Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through tlte growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost cleatt energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax rcvettues for several Missouri counties. 

I suppott the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Name: Ra. f 
Title: fr f s . Co 111 "' • 

Organization: __,_YJ1'-'-'n'-'''-'''-'' ~~3,____,C,.,•'-"-• ::t''-'f'--':;.1 _____ _ 
I 

Address:~ REDACTED 

PhoneNu 

Signature: ~ ~ 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

1 am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical cmporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct cm1·ent (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By cormeeting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects tlu·ough the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Name: --f?t"",_=\.._c'-";~c..--'-Y.::."'--~=..._,,,_\,_\,._,\..,_o.._.>,_ ____ _ 

Title: --+/-1,_\.._~,_"'""'""=='-'-"'--"W'""---'-&,-""~"'~~='-'·'~·-'-' 4- "'-'"'""'""'r'-----

Organization: . \f. &a ~ce 'r 

Address:_ 

PhoneNUJ 

Gf.-a")J 
REDACTED 

Signature: ~ 
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT 

OTHER COUNTY OFFICIALS 
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Date: 

Missouri Public Service Conunission 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0360 

Re; Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners! 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively pticed, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
Kansas to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastntctnre. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind farms can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missomi by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Signature: ____..c!J-=>.,J-'<.Ot•w· '""~~-~1-1-<:0"'"'""'~""""'"'"'-------
Name: ___ ..,..:JI:.LJ;..c.t>uOwl':.., H.!...l-r'---~1-l-"o.un,.c;;.,b~e'-'-t/-"-'-b'--------

Titie: __ __,_{Y)'--I.'a"'c,.,o,_,II\"'---'-C""'o""' ''-'b"",/--')'1-' __,C,.,o"-Jiu. le"-'c/r£.-4-'-"'"'----

Organization: --..!IT\-'-I""'"'-''..c•u.~o.~__,Qo.._,, .... ,..,.,,.L,11-t ----------

REDACTED 
Address: __ _ 

Email Address: 

Phone: ___ _, 
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Date: 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0360 

Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
Kansas to Missouri and oilier states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrsstrncture. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind farms can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low.cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses h1 Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I suppmt the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

' 
Signature: -~.~--"'dL~<.<.&:t.:.LL14-77"~>;p=!.""","------
Name: ---~·'-'<;,..t,:L!.'.r.'""-'le'-'1'('------"'S,""''-"""-'-5+---------
Title: _____ .J..(VJL·,,,g,.c.,..,.,.u~<-....J.d..tan~·-e_._.."''"'"'"'g.,~,_-_______ _ 

Organization: -----"M._,.Au.c:c"u'M"'--\C="oo.u"L..'"'j~'f'----------
Address: ___ _ REDACTED 

Email Address: 

Phone: ____ _ 
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Date: ~//b/ IJ 
Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0360 

Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dea[ Commissioners: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also impottant are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
Ka\lsas to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region, The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastmctnre, Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind fanns can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifYing the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wh~lesale electricity prices. 

Address: 
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rl/ /7_ 
Date: /If/:; I J 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0360 

Re: Suppm1 for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear. Commissioners: 

Strengthening our region's eoonomy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
Kansas to Missouri and other states, advance both ofthese objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur eoonomic growth in our region. The u-ansmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind farms can be provided by compaules in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale elecb·icity prices. 

I support the Grain Ijelt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 

move the p~~.:ect £ {ward. 

Signature: ___ 8zL . 
I . 

Name: )/fJI?tf.;/ tJA @4/£ 1/ . . 

Title: CAR/toLL. Utw-:;,v 7?/fJ;t/JV'$..Vc;. Alta z:ivt.,-;vc IJ /);...... 

Orgaulzation: C A&eoAL 

Address 

Email A 

Phone: 

CAtlk?;/ 
REDACTED 
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· Date:__:::3_-_7_~_JZ-___ _ 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United States has some of 
the best wind resources in the world, nulking it possible to obtain a si.,ble portion of our energy from a 
clean, domestic resource. However, there are thousands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cannot be built due to insufficient transmission infrastructure .. 'The challenge lies in connecting 
abundant, low--cos.t. renewable resources to communities that need the power with an efficie.Q.t 
transmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to address this challeoge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
will create thousands of temponuy jobs, enable consuuction of more than 3,500 megawatts oflow-oost, 
clean energy, and tleliver enough electricity to power more than 1.4 million American homes. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Organization: GA <l " d l> N 

Street: 

City:_ 

State: 

Email A 

Phone:. 
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Date: $- t- I L 

Dear Missouri Public Service Colll.lliissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United States hils some of 
the best wind resources in the world, making it possible to obtain a sizable portion of our energy from a 
clean, domestic resource. However, there are thousands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cannot ~e built due to insufficient transmission infrastructUre .. The challenge lies in connecting 
abundant, low-cost, renewable resources to cominunities that need the power With an efficient 
transmission solution. · 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to address this challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
will create thousands of temporary jobs, enable construction of more than 3,500 megawatts oflow-cost, 
clean energy, and deliver enough electricity to power more thao 1.4 million American homes. 

I suppmt the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Organization: _-~.r.eAcuo.,w..t:.,·.,.,,~.--~oCx;<P'~<·"'ad>,""'------------

Street: 
REDACTED 

City:_ 

State: 

Email A 

Phone: 
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,. 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102. 

Subject: Suppmt Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east By connecting some oftlte best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I suppmt the Grain Belt Expreils Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project fonvard. 

Sincerely, 

Name: 8uL !3. 'Cdd.C:' :r;:J,n.so~ 
Title: _ __,,£-.1:..Lo?,_?~e-'5"'.-a"'-""''-'v---=:.....---~----

Organization: C e d Iii v C_ D v Y\. \. ={ 

Address: __ REDACTED 

PhoneNmnb· 

Signature: ~-G .2: C!"cRest-/,q ~ 
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Missoud Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missom'i Public Service Corrunissioncrs: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the countty to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create lhousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million Amedcan homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri comtties. 

I suppott the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Address:. 
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Missouri Public Service Conunission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Suppo>1 Gmin Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state ofMissomi and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

Tim Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage. direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind 'energy from westem Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply cliain in Missouri. 

Th~ Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million Ameli can homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Name: /<'e AA Y St.< fYl rh er5 

Title: A S 5{' S s <'ll 

Organization: C RAU/1" o8l) Coy tvP( 

REDACTED 
Address:.__,.-=---"-"-'--'-='=~==,------

REDACTED 

Phone Number:_ 
REDACTED 

signature: !(,~V ~ ...... =-
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COUNCil. MEMBER 

OON BICKOWSKI 
Di)trkt I 
RENCH REUTER 
f>il{rict ~ 
BOB BOYER 
Disuictl 
CHMtt.l:S OROEiEKE 
OiSir~t4 

Oirect Unc: 
636·797-5351 
Cou~Kil Lhl(: 
6)6-7'17-SSOO 
Fa~;l.l!'IC: 

636·79'M~2 

July 5, 2011 

State of Missouri 
Ju~>ticc Cemcr 

400 first Strt:¢t • PO Uox I 00 
Hillsboru. Missouri 63050 

JEFFERSON COUNTY, MISSOURI, COUNCIL 
Bob Boyer 
District 3 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Expres."i Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

COUNCILMEMRER 

TCRES.-\ "TERRr KRF.Ill.F.R 
Oistri.."'.5 

('l.lfF I.ANE 
Disult16 

J.i.lit.f.Y \VAYMON 
Dhultt7 

I<El\'NETH B. WALLER 
County E-\«llti\e 

1:-m3i1' 
tbo}~r;ffjtffronwu"~ 

Web Address: 
W\\'\\'.jtffOO!IlO.Ng. 

I am writing to express my suppon for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to operate 
as an elec1rical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the Grain Belt El<press 
Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line that will. 
deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri and farther east. By 
connecting some of the best wind r~sources in the country to markets with greater demand for po\.\I'Cr, the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3500 megn_wntts of new wind energy proje-cts to be built. 
which will likely send ripple effects through the growing wind energy 5upply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will creare thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, and 
deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The tra11smission line will also 
incrense much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 
I SUJ)j)Ort the Groin Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

~~--
Bob Boy<r 
Jefferson County Councihnan 
District3 (Arnold/Imperial) 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson qty, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for tbe application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and f\utber east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which wiU likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouli. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million Amelican homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Title: S..Jk:R 1 r::P 

Organization: _~.;_I_B-"l::"A_;_-l>.:::' ____:ltu""'-''--".;:5.'---"de."&""""tf"-'P"---=-.9."-If;-'---';t'( ~ a; 

Address 
REDACTED 

PhoneN 

Signature: ~ fJ. uJr;$;> 
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT 

MAYORS 

AND 

CITY ADMINISTRATORS 
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Date: J ul !J I&, 2 D 13 
Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Stree~ PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0360 

Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Connnissioners: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
Kansas to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in om· region. The transmission line and 
resulting hlcrease in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastmcture. Many of the materials aod services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind fanns can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward, 

Signature: ~ ~ 
Nan1e: /J /'9'if=/V tn l?'r/}6 'C 

Title: (}7 fltj't? ~ 

Organization: _ .... c..'-i'-'-l-;7z_--<C.o«Cr"'-'/'"~>"'1:..<:<:?<::..</-C-"/'~z-;L-'<'"'-"JV"--------

Address: REDACTED 

Email Addres 

Phone: 
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Missouri Public"Sen<ice Connnission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am wliiing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state ofMissouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct cmTent (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri' 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wmd resomces in the canniLy to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send Iipple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missomi. 

'the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million Ameli can homes. The transmission· 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and mge you to provide the regulat01y approvals 
required to move this project fonvard. 

Sincerely, 

Name: $ /@ 'I Y<!U tf !J 
Title: W~ 

Organization: Gr q &I /!J;.sm!Jt'ej:. 
REDACTED 

Address:_ 

PhoneNu 

Signature:ofHur;jrhj; 
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Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I urge you to approve Grain Belt Express Clean line's application for a Certificate of Convenience and 

Necessity. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a 750-mile, direct current transmission line that will serve 
the public interest by creating new jobs, giving much needed tax revenue to rural communities, and 
providing Missourians access to low-cost, clean energy. 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component to improving our quality 
of life. The Grain Belt Express Clean line will spur economic growth In our region. The transmission line 
and resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind farms can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean line will provide our state with a new source 

of clean, renewable, 'and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit residents and 
businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward pressure on 
wholesale electricity prices. 

The Grain. Belt Express Clean Line represents an exciting opportunity for the state of Missouri and my 
community. I support the Grain Belt Express Clean line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 

. . . 
required to move the project fo1ward. 

Sincerely, V)'\ f\ ;/{ . s::_l 1 , 
Name: f VJ,~f\~ ~ 

occupation:\ .... ./[\ l.C.l..~-----------------
? . l"\ JJ":-1_1 0 

Organization: ( J.liJ.j ~-.Jt...=.:::JL(::......._,. _______ _ 

City, State": 

Phone: J 

Email: 

REDACTED 
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J1me 2013 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commission: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
the Great Plains to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. TI1e transmission tine and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investrn~nt in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind funns can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt E1>1>ress Clean Line and nrge yon to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

_/· 
Signature: . _;L· ..oCf'""-""'!~q--.::c'4"'-/~., ... •· "'a...,""'""<'»""-,-----------~ . ~ ( 

Title: __ '"7-r>t::L-'--t(l'-1"'rW"""--~-(yR~""="~R:...A~))"'-'4<.-1"'-,--'~""""'Y:"r.P;?Z~1lrJ~ao,;::CL-_ 

Organization: 6/u.;;.z{J "(;;) ~ 
Address: REDACTED 

Email Address:-------,--------------
REDACTED Phone: 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Suppmt Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state ofMissomi and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of thebes~ wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create tl10usands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase mucl1 needed tax revenues for several Missomi counties. 

I suppo1t the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Addre! 

Phone 

uoc-~87?.....-/ 
REDACTED 

Signature~ -:22j ~ 
~(! 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state ofMissouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By co1111ecting some of the best wind resources in the counlty to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ..t'aut-r.; 1/ng.(.Jt..t.. 

Title: ?trlf A/J.#t#ISftlATP/1.. 

Organization: t/111 Pf WAYIIIIJJI/It./.A!t 
REDACTED 

Address:_ 

Phone Nun 
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City of Farmington 
110 West Columbia • Farmington, Missouri 63640-0110 • Ph. 573-756-1701 

City Hall Fax 573-756-0611 • Public Works Fax 573-756-5161 

July 9, 2011 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Bel! Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
LLC to operate as an electrical corporation in the stale of Missomi and to build, own and 
operate the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct cutTent (HVDC) transmission 
line that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in 
Missomi and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the country 
to markets with greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable 
ovet' 3,500 megawatts of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send 
ripple effects through the growing wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean 
energy, and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The 
transmission line will also increase much needed tax revenues fbr several Missouri 
counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory 
approvals required to move this project forward. 

1Sluart "Mit" Landrum 
Mayor 
City of Farmington Missouri 
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July 8, 2011 

CiTY HALL 
9 Bennatt Street 

Park Hills, MO 63601 
673-431·3577 

Fax: 573·431-2598 

Missouri Public Service Conunission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

WATER & WASTE DEPARTMENT 
11 Bennett Street 

Park Hills, MO 63801 
573·431·2280 

Fax: 573-431·2170 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

POLICE/COURT 
10 Municipal Drive 

Park Hills, MO 63601 
573·431·3142 

Fro<: 573-431·2441 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
LLC to operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and 
operate the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission 
line that will deliver low cost wind energy from westem Kansas to population centers in 
Missouri and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the country 
to markets with greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable 
over 3,500 megawatts of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send 
ripple effects through the growing wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean 
energy, and deliver enough energy to power more tban 1.4 million American homes. The 
transmission line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri 
counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory 
approvals required to move this project forward. 

i
. cerely. 

~i ~~ c hn E. r:e~y r 
City Administrator, City of Park Hills 
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Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I urge you to approve Grain Belt Express Clean Line's application for a Certificate of 
Convenience and Necessity. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line Is a 750-mile, direct current 
transmission line that will serve the public Interest by creating new jobs, giving much needed tax 
revenue to rural communities, and providing Missourians access to low-cost, clean energy. 
Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component to improving our 
quality of life. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The 
transmission line and resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and components will result 
In billions of dollars of Investment In energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services 
needed to construct the transmission line and wind farms can be provided by companies in 
Missouri. 
The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a 
new source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will 
benefit residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by 
putting downward pressure on wholesale electricity prices. · 
The Grain Belt Express Clean Line represents an exciting opportunity for the state of Missouri 
and my community. I support the Grain Belt Express Clean line and urge you to provide the 
regulatory approvals required to move the project forward. 
Sincerely. 
Name: 

Occupation: 

Organization: 

(:ity, State: 

Phone: 

Email: 

/)fllll.Nit 

REDACTED 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
iefferson City, MO 65102 

Case Number: EA-2014·0207 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I urge you to approve Grain Belt Express Clean line's application for a Certificate of Convenience and 
Necessity. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a 750-mile, direct current transmission line that will serve 
the public interest by creating new jobs, giving much needed tax revenue to rural communities, and 
providing Missourians access to low-cost1 clean energy. 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component to Improving our quality 
of life. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth In our region. The transmission line 
and resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment In energy Infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind farms can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new source 
of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit residents and 
businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward pressure on 
wholesale electricity prices. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line represents an exciting opportunity for the state of Missouri and my 
community. I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move the project forward. 

Sincerely, 

~mfo! ~:0 
Name: __ ~/' __ )_l~~--~~---~~--------~~~-----------------------

Occupatlon: C / 1'/ C {_ '(f-,te /.<. 

organization: ---=C=--1__,_/ __ yt-----_o __ r_-'-'Jf'--1 __ 6-__ ' __ /5 __ E_b-__ ·· 

city, state: _.LI/w!,__,C---,c:.·:_,~[;.A..<w---::2___+,_.~.®"'-'. ~'0:_ ______ _ 
I 

Phone: 

Email: 

REDACTED 

/ 

REDACTED 
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Date: 7/30/ zu,?:, 
Missouri Public· Service Co~ssion 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0360 

Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also importaot are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, aod clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will !faosmit wind-generated energy from 
Kansas to Missouri and other states, advance both of these object.ives. 

The Grain Belt E''Press Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines aod their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind farms can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by tb.e Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively plieed electricity. Tb.e low-cost energy will beoefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholessle electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Signature: 'f?f!_Y~ K{1~ 
Name: /'((afie- §ou.~ 

Title: __ ,.c_"-,'t'-lt--"C."'I_,.e,_.rl_.,'( __________ _ 

Organization: __,C""''-''1'+1--'of'-'--..~.f'a-"tl.'"-V-"ft?:.:e:.:.r-__________ _ 

Address: 
REDACTED 

Email Address: 

Phone: __ _ 
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Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I urge you to approve Grain Belt Express Clean line's application for a Certificate of Convenience and 
Necessity. The Grain Belt Express Clean line is a 750·mile, direct current transmission line that will serve 
the public interest by creating new jobs, giving much needed tax revenue to rural communities, and 
providing Missourians access to low-cost, clean energy. 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component to Improving our quality 
of life. The Grain Belt Express Clean line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line 
and resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and components will result in biliibns of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 

transmission line and wind farms can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean line will provide our state with a new source 
of clean, renewable, -and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit residents and 
businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward pressure on 
wholesale electricity prices. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean line represents an exciting opportunity for the state of Missouri and my 
community.! support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move the project forward. ' . 

Sincerely, 

Occupation: __ _,_\1\'--"o'"A"''D"'"'"'-'C>.'IJ..s;;."'":c--'@""''-~3...u\.-:~.,.,>-t\':>.Jk"-!..o'-------------

Organization: t o '"'<' ,)M n. a = 

City, State; --'('-'"'c;,,_,'('...cc-L.L.:owl_._\ ·_.\o,_._.,.C'l_,___,__,l'i_i\_,_,.l')"'------------

REDACTED 
Phone: 

Email: 
u 
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::::~Zil ~~omrrrission 
200 Madison Street, PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65!02-0360 

Re; Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

Strengthening our region's orono my by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also important are effmts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
Kansas to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. TI1e transmission line and 
resulting increase in deiiUI11d for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and·wind fanns can be provided by companies in Missomi; 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatmy approvals required to 
move the pro' orward. 

Address: 

{ 
EmaiiAc 

Phone: 

~-
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?. 1 ~ Date: c....,.)~· ,~ /, 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners;. 

I am writing to express my support for the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United States has some of 
the best wind resources in the world, malting it possible to obtain a sizable portion of our energy from a 
clean, domestic resource. However, there are thousands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
th~t cannot be built due to insufficient transmission infrastructure:. The challenge lies in connecting 
abundant, low-cost, renewable resources to communities that need the pcwer with an efficient 
transmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing proj~cis to address this challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
will create thousands of temporary jobs, enable construction of more than 3,500 megawatts oflow-cost. 
clean energy, and deliver enough electricity to power more than 1.4 million American homes. 

I suppott the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forw~d. 

Name: :~ Oncltbc-,rf 

Signature:~ • 
? 

Organization: -J.L,--=1;>-J· L;_,;))__-<di:!>.f-'--.... Scs· .&:...· .1.-L -'-' i'-> .<.<~"-'v"'--'-'1''-!,uL-_~---
(7' REDACt{o 

Street: 

City:___:__ 

State: 

Email A 

Phone: 
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Date: __,"3£__-f_t__-_!_/ Z=---

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my. support for the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United States has some of 
the best wind resources in the world, making it possible to obtain a sizable p01tion of onr energy fuim a . 
clean, domestic resouree. However, there are thous!'llds of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cannot be built due to insufficient transmission infi:astmcture .. The ch:illenge lies in connecting 
abundant, low-cost, renewable resources to communities that need the Power with an efficient 
transmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to address this challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
will create thousands oft.emporary jobs, enable construction of more than 3,500 megawatts oflow-<:ost, 
clean energy, and deliver enough electricity to power more than 1.4 million American homes. 

I support (he Grain Belt Express Clean Line al)d urge you to provide the regulatory approvals requhed to 
move the project forward. · 

Name:-+1-ftlf+,J-l'<; k..e~U""--"'· !&~mp~L~¥----
Sigoature: __f.fdtjfli'/.J&_Ja={=.{#j4:q, t rlziz•L~~~--
Organization: _____._0"'--"~1""'1,c--Cr...c-J>~---<<"-"'.Sa"""'.{66l-• ~f&.,...(=-+'1--

REDACTED 
Street: 

c;jty: __ 

State: 

EmaUAddr 

Phone: 
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Date: (f\ f\.il-~ h. Co, 2-b I :L 

Dear Missouri Public Setvice Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the Groin Belt Express Clean Line. The United States has some of 
the best wind resources in tlte world, making it possible to obtain a sizable portion of our energy from a 
clean, domestic resource, However, there are thousands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cannot be built due to insufficient transmission infrastructure .. The challenge lies in connecting 
abw1druu, low-eost, renewable resources to communities that need the power with an efficient 
transmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to address this challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clesn Line 
will create thousands oftemporaty jobs, enable construction of more than 3,500 megawatts oflow--tost. 
clean energy, and deliver enough elcctticity to power more than 1.4 million American homes. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Name:·-ree. (\C\... lAJ t+tul 

Signature: 9f.J&i9.CL ] Uo...vt 

Organizationf"Gw..,.,._ o£ ~lh'<.~ollTD tJ 

Street: 
REDACTED 

City:j 

State: 

Email A 

Phone: 
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Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United States has some of 
the best wind resources in the world, making it possible to obtain a sizable portion of our energy from a 
clean, domestic resource. However, there are thousands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cannot be built due to insufficient transmission infrastrUcture .. The challenge lies in connecting 
abundant, low-cost, renewable resources to communities that need the power with an efficient 
transmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to address this challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
will create thousands of temporary jobs, enable construction of more thau3,500 megawatts oflow-cost, 
clean energy, and deliver enough electricity to po\Ver more than 1.4 million American homes. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide Uie regUlatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Name: ~.e.. JA..c.ser 

Signaturam~ 

Street: 

City: ..t 

State: 

EmailJ 

Phone: 

REDACTED 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missoud Public Service Commissioners: 

., . 
·.:. 

,. 

I am writing to express my support for the application of G~ain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 

operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missoud and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. ' 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Li11e is a high voltage direct CUJ1'ent (HV DC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas· to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely se11d ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. " ·.: 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, f~cilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. ;: . ' 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to:P,rovide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Name: _S\J---~"'-'-""'-I>~VJ/\.,~v'fYl.J.L-Ll<I...O;b~cr.:....l(,<I..<.<.L~(;,.-__ 

Title: __ _,.\:"'"""'"")ry=A'-_,c~]"-':tt"'-"=-!----,--
organization: _ _jc'=-<bb'_,t.,..t111('---""a+'Pr-, _,_c,..,A""JJ<J.l.C.,...b<&Laq,c

Address:_ 
REDACTED 

REDACTED 

REDACTED 
Phone Number:_ 

Signature: ~ Up'l/h C'.tJ{ 

, .. 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Supp01t Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my suppo1t for the application of Grahl Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missomi and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct cun·ent (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the com11Ty to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ~~ 
Title: IAv&ty CM!IIIoi L 

Organization: ---;::=::-;===--------
REDACTED 

Ad~css:._~~~~~~~L------------
REDACTED 

REDACTED 
Phone Nmnber:_ 

~#~·A Siguatnre: _ _..t;;;:f."'-""~"S-~'n--~,;...<:----"'-'--':_------
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

· . 
. ' 

~.: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state ofMissomi and to build, own and operate tl1e 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. · 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct cUrrent (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas·. IQ population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind reso~r~.in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line wil.l enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely StlQd ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. ·· · 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands ofjpb;;'fac!litate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several.MiS'sou~i ·Counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and mge you to provide the regulato1y approvals 
required to move litis project forward. ' 

Sincerely, 

Organization: c,zy <Sf C¢t>~ 

Address: 

Phone Number:. 

REDACTED 
REDACTED 

REDACTED 

.. 
··. :. 

"· 

Signature: -~C--::;:~~~;;;;;o....!!1~=~.,il!!ti'J.J===::..-.--~. . . ~ )., . ·' .... 

. . ~ . 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

.. 

'· .. 

I am writing to express my suppmt for the application of G~aio Belt )'xpress Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct cqrreht (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resoui-ces in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Graio Belt Express Clean Lin~: wilt enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, whlch will likely selid ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. ' ·· · · 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs; facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than l A million Anierican homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

·~ .. ' 
I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 

required to move this project forward. · . 

Sincerely, 

Name: re../' "'Y f r<>-5 ~r 

Title: (Y\Q~"'~""""'.., -
Organization: C~k '( of<? ro<'.K<> ./ 

Address:. REDACTED 
REDACTED 

REDACTED 

' : .. 
-~ . 

Phone Number:_~---~~---------

Sign~ture: ~ ~ 

---:-.
··: 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

'. 

',.' . 

.... 
' . l am writing to express my support for the application of Gr?in Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 

operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missomi and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct Cljn-ent (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resoutces in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Linewill enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely setid ripple effects through the growing 
wind e11ergy supply chain in Missouri. · ·: . · · 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs; facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several MissoUri coun1ies . 

. :,.• 
I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 

required to move this project forward. ' 

Sincerely, 

Nrune: ('<"\ \C!Ne \ C \':S W~ \ \_ 

Title: A:>.:> I- Su?~r'M"~ o C. 'V~b\l <:. wc.f\<.S 

Organization: C~"r{ <3},. C:: 'fO(\(<;:c 
REDACTED 

Address:: ________________ _ 

REDACTED 

REDACTED 
Phone Number:.~~_..,..~~~----~-----

Signature: ~£ ~-<!3? 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

.·.: 

1 am writing to express my suppott for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 

operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri a!1d to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. . . 
Tite Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from westem Kansas to p.Opulation centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecHng some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. ·• · 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs; facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I suppmt the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 

required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Name:''Q"b"c~ \_,J:\,\'ffi~\0, jR 

Title: Sof\ ,-£ '\?.,\,\;, 1 ,,,)(s 

Organization: C;, \ 1 ,., \' Cror \<e C 

Address:. 
REDACTED 

REDACTED 

REDACTED 
Phone Number: 

Signature: %~ ~" ()"" >~ 

'· . ··: 
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Missouri Public Service Commissi01t 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

1 am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct cunent (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from westem Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and fm1her east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets wilh 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send tipple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million AmeriCalt homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
REDACTED 
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT 

ECO DEVELOPMENT 

AND 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
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Houston Area 

July 19,2011 

Missouri Public Se1·vice Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

a 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Conunissioners: 

r 
CE 

Our Business IS' Your Business 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to operate as 
an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the Grain Belt Express Clean 
Line. 
The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line that will 
deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri and farther east. By 
connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with greater demand for power, the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts of new wind energy projects to be built, 
which will likely send ripple effects through the growing wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

TI1e Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, and deliver 
enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission line will also increase 
much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

~~\\or&(' 
Execut/v8 Director 
Houston Area C/lamber of Commerce 

phone: ·117.967.2220 I fox: 417.967.2220 1 I'.O. llo< 261, Houston, MO 65483 I mvw.houstonmochambcr.com 
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CITY OF HOUSTON 
601 S. GRAND AVE. 

HOUSTON, MO. 65483 

PHONE: 417-967·3348 FAX: 417-967·4252 
DON TOTIINGHP..M, MAYOR 
LARRY SUTTON, AOMINISffiATOR 
TONYA FOSTER. CITY CLERK 

July 08, 2011 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

web site: houstonmo.org 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Une 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

Alderman: 
Don Romines 
David Arthur 
Joe Honeycutt 
Chalky Wells 
Sharon Sillyn1an 
Joyce Campbell 

We are writing to express our support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC 
to operate as an electrical corporation in the state ofMissouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thonsands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enougl1 energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues fot several Missouri counties. The proposed 
route would have a tremendous economic impact over approximately 200 miles of the most 
distressed parts of Southern Missouri. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

~IX~ I! J( edZ 
Ronald R Reed 
Director of Economic Development, Houston, MO 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners; 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east By connecting some of the best wind re8ources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to 'move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Title: l/>n 8 S 1 D '2 ,.; -r-
n 'II ;~-t..z-; /l;vc.e 

Organization; y ..... L J4.5 t-<. 1 C (Jluzl('i C. !?J:W(! 
REDACTED 

Address:_ 
REDACTED 

REDACTED 
Phone Number: 

signature: _,_C=_-44~"""/r""I..L--'.(_]"''Ju.ll~l:i""»"'"-~---
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Date: J/1/;d-:= 

Dear Missouri Ptibllc Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my suppmt for the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United States has some of 
the best wind resources in the world, making it possible to obtain a sizable portion of our energy from a 
clean, domestic resource. However, the'e are thousands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cannot be built due to illSufficient transmission infrastructure .. The challenge lies in connecting· 
abundant, low-cost, renewable resources to communities that need the pbwer with an efficient 
transmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to address this challenge. The G!aln Belt Express Clean Line 
will create thousands of temporary jobs, enable construction of more than 3,500 megawatts oflow-<:<>st, 
clean energy, and deliver enough electricity to power more than 1.4 million American homes. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project fmward. 

Organization: #/~;;, t~rwb"'7 £4-,.;..,~ lhoymy £;6-rd~ 

Street:..., REDACTED 

City:_ 

State: 

Email A 

Phone: 
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Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United States has some of 
the best wind resources in the world, making it possible to obtain a sizable portion of our energy from a 
clean, domestic resource. However, there are thousands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cannot be built due to insufficient transmission infrastructure .. The challenge lies in connecting 
abundant, tow-cost, renewable resources to comnnmities that need the power with an efficient 
tr-ansmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to address Ibis challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Lh1e 
will create thousands oftemporary jobs, enable construction of more than 3,500 megawatts oflow-cost, 
clean energy, and deliver enough electricity to power more than 1.4million American homes. 

I suppmt the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory agprovals required to 
n10ve the project forward. 

Name:.~S_~=· ~------'--
Signature: _ _;~~~::L~~~~L---------------

Organization:_~cjdi.<U..,~<l..4-{...l.o. ~ID:l.~· =---

Street: 
REDACTED 

. City;_ 

State: 

Email A< 

Phone: -~----------------------
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Date: 03-0'7- .9·0 1.).. 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to expreSs my support for the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United States has some of 
the best wind resources in the world, making it possible to obtain a sizable portion of our energy from a 
clean, don;testic resource. However, there are ihousands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cannot be built due to insufficient trailsntission infrastructure .. The challenge lies in connecting 
abundant, loW-cost, renewable resources to commuriities that need the power with an efficient 
transmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to.address this challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
will create thousands of temporary jobs, enable construction of more t!um 3,590 megawatts of! ow-cost, 
clean energy, and deliver e~ough electricity to power more than 1.4 million American homes. 

I suppmt the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regnlatmy approvals required to 
move the project fonvard. 

N~M 1A 0.. k:.e-tle.r 

Signature: {Q'~tz_ 

Organization: 

REDACTED 
Street: 

City:_J 

Slate: r 

Email Add 

Phone: 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 

operate as an· electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million Amelican homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I suppott the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Name: Ste.vie._ J<w-se. · . 
Title: f'l®li~ 'Dtrecftr 

Organization: ~~\10.. Ar~ ~o~G:rn,.,--,e/U.. 
REDACTED 

Adfuess __ ~~~~~~~--------------
REDACTED 

REDACTED 
Ph~neN . 

Si ature: '-"'--jj+'~C>~'-'"'-:..i"""'--------
'v 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box 360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 

Subject: Support Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the application of Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC to 
operate as an electrical corporation in the state of Missouri and to build, own and operate the 
Grain Belt Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line is a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission line 
that will deliver low cost wind energy from western Kansas to population centers in Missouri 
and farther east. By connecting some of the best wind resources in the country to markets with 
greater demand for power, the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will enable over 3,500 megawatts 
of new wind energy projects to be built, which will likely send ripple effects through the growing 
wind energy supply chain in Missouri. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will create thousands of jobs, facilitate low cost clean energy, 
and deliver enough energy to power more than 1.4 million American homes. The transmission 
line will also increase much needed tax revenues for several Missouri counties. 

I support U1e Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals 
required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Name: 5v...e '!>Roc"-~" 
' 

Title: D ,fA_a&!ct ~ f?~?.Au ct&-:/-
Organization: f<olfr< OJ...~~&__,{) Gttd/:ll..e{"-f 

REDACTED 
Address:_ 

PhoneN~ 
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June 2013 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commission: . 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
oflife. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as tlw proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
the Great Plains to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastructure. Matty of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind farms can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide O\lt state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regttlatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Email Address: -----=====o----------
REDACTED 

Phone: 

Schedule MOL-10 
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June20!3 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commission: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
oflife. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
the Great Plains to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastmcture. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind fanns can be provided by comjlanies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
som-ce of clean, renewable, and competitively priced elecbicity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale eleebicity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide theregulatozy approvals required to 
move the project fmward. 

Siguature: __ ...,~r;;2!.-="""-!.!..!!!~------------
Name: Sh~ He..+.._ 
Title: t='xe....rJ..;,.e :h-o.J.,r 
Organization: _,C,....,"'n,_,6ulco.Hz.._..,>....L/hwr...,u.,.,__.e,_.,CLJ.,_,.,'"d-"M."-'"'-' ,.c:_.th"-"/""7 ... u..., ... ., .... ~----
Address: 

REDACTED 

Email Ad 

Phone: -i 
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June 2013 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commission: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also hnportaot are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, aod clean energy. Projects 
such as the proJ>Osed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
the Great Plains to Missouri aod other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Beh Express Clean Line \\ill spur economic gro\\1h in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbhtes and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrsstrncture. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and \vind fanns can be provided. by companies in Missouri. 

Tite wind energy delivered by the Graht Belt E>.'jlress Clean Line will provide our state \vith a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. Tite low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

· I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals reqnhed to 
move the project forward. 

Signature: _ _,s._,1..,J;.c,A..,Ulu::=:d..,_""_,_f1\-"-\..,_, .LK"".e'-"J'-'~-"k"'-".J -------

Name: _---N...J.:>.u<~~.,.;S""O...."'-l-lffiili·-'-f\-"'.p~Ju:k£>;~cf__ _____ _ 
Title: _ ___,])'-'-'-,• '-'ce~...-.... c-l-lil-b1r ___________ _ 

Organization: Sho Jb1 C&.>l\ob/c()IYJiYI {cJlv rdqP{fi.Q,f\f 
Address: REDACTED 

EmailAddre 

Phone: 
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Date: J{-. ;; _. I &-

Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my support for the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United States has some of 
the best wind resources in the world, making it possible to obtain a sizable portion of our energy from a 
clean, domestic resource. However, there are thousands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cnnnot be built due to insufficient transmission infrastructure .. The challenge lies in connecting 
abundant, low-cost, renewable resources to communities that need the power with an efficient 
t~ansmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to address this challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
will create thousands of temporary jobs, enable construction of more than 3,500 megawatts of low-ccst, 
clean energy,lll!d deliver enough electricity to power more than 1.411]illion American homes. 

I.stippoit the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the proj~t forward. 

Name: --r£/L dJ ZuY/1- c q 

Siguature: C::: l:f~-7 ""'-

REDACTED 
Street: 

City: .J 

State: 

Email A 

Phone: 
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Date: ?\- 'J- )@ 

Dear Misso~ri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am writing to express my suppo1tfor the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United States has some of 
the best wind resom-ces in the world, making it possible to obtain a sizable portion of our energy from a 
clean, domestic resource. However, there are thousands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cannot be built due to insufficient transmission infrnstructure .. The challenge lies in connecting 
abundant, low-cost, renewable resources to communities that need the power with an efficient 
transmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to address this challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
will create thousands of tempomry jobs, enable construction of more than 3,500 megawatts of low-cost, 
clean energy, and deliver enough electricity to power more than 1.4 million American homes. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the. regulatory approvals required to 
move the pmject forward. · 

Name:_---10-ttru~~""":;&.j'fl>---~-~~·e:;+(-+:<kLL/C ______ _ 

Signature: .--<L='-'i Owfi~J!Dbll..()'------Vif)-1-.1· c._. Lh).l(f)....;.R .J.)LQ""A),!__ ___ _ 

Organization: Ste.J b<j Cou&h" fc aQ)Ill lc '])o deJa Dmeft;/-
, - j { 

REDACTED 
Street: . 

City:_ 

State: 

Email Ad 

Phone: 
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Dear Missouri Public Service Commissioners: 

I am Wliting to express my support for the Grain Belt Express Clean Line. The United Slates has some of 
the best wind resources in the world, making it possible to obtain a sizable portion of our energy from a 
clean, domestic resource. However, there are thousands of megawatts of projects stranded in development 
that cannot be built due to insufficient transmission infrastruciure .. The challenge lies in connecting 
abundant, low-cost, renewable resources to communities that need the power with an efficient 
transmission solution. 

Clean Line Energy is developing projects to address this challenge. The Grain Belt Express Clean Line 
will create thousands of terrtponuy jobs, enable construction of more than 3,500 megawatts of low--cost, 
clean energy, and deliver enough electricity to power more than 1.4 million American homes. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Cleau Line and urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to 
move the project forward. · 

Signal 

Street: 

City:__( 

. State:~ 

Emaill 

Phone: 

REDACTED 
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June2013 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commission: 
'· 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component of improving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the proposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will trallllmit wind-generated energy from 
the Great Plaitlll to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives: 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission line and 
resulting increase in demand for wind turbines and their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investmellt in energy i~frast~cture. Many of the materials and services needed to construct the 
transmission line and wind farms can be provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses in Missouri by diversifying the power generation mix and by putting downward 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulatorY approvals required to 
move the project forward. 

Signature: 

Title: .t!Jwrcvv<Ye- Due ec.r.w( 

organization: Nrtrd._U£~~<;;_,""""t! ~ ~ 
Address: REDACTED 

Email Ad< 

Phone: 
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LETTERS OF SUPPORT 

HUBBELL 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65!02 
Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Conunissloners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems in Centralia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build the Grahl Belt 
Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express is a 750-mile diroot current trensmission line that will deliver low-cost, renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states farther east. The project will provide Missouri aoocss 
to clean, reliable, and. low-cost electricity and create business opportunities for manufacturers and 
contractors tl1roughoutthe state, 

Hubbell has been designated as lhe preferred supplier of insulators and hardware for the trensmission line. 
and we will manufacture the hardware and core of the polymer insulators here in Centralia, creating more 
lhan SO jobs at the plant for two to three years. To support the Grein Belt Express opportunity, Hubbell 
will invest over $9 million In our Centralia facilities, where roughly 600 Missourians come to work. 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and lhe Centralia community are able to benefit from the Grein Belt 
Express opportunity, I w·ge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to move this project forward. 

Slncerely, 

Oecupation: ....:B=v;.::6c;JNC!...:.•~=.--I/-N"Tf....:...:.._ __ D_I_R;:.;t:...:ef<:.:l_~..:.::.. _______ _ 

Street addres• 

City, state, ziJ 

Email addrOSI 

Phone: 

REDACTED 
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Date: ~./"dU/ a tlt 'f 
Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems in Centralia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build the Grain Belt 
Express Clean Line, 

The Grein Belt Bxpress is a 750-mile direct current transmission line that will deliver low-«>st, renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states farther east. The project will provide Missouri access 
to clean, reliablo, and low-c<>st electricity and creste business opportunities for manufacturers and 
contractors throughout tbe state. 

Hubbell has been designated as the preferred supplier of insulators and hardware for the transmission line, 
and we will manufacture the hardware and core of the polymer Insulators here in Centralia, creating more 
than SO jobs at tho plant for two to three years. To support the Grein Belt Express opportunity, Hubbell 
will invest over $9 million In our Centralia facllit!es, wheremughly 600 Missourians come to work. 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Centralia community are able to benefit from the Grain Belt 
Express opportunity, I urge you to provide tho regulatory approvals required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Signature · 

Name: ---'<2'--'--/1_~'-'t'\'-'f.?'-"-t'...!...l"'-r.l_.,.e__,s:.rl t=-'-. ~-'-ft--'n=-o: _______ _ 

G 
17 

Oceu~tion: ____ ~./l~~~d~v~~~~~,~,~·~~~~~·~-+1-/~~~~~--·-~~· -----------
REDACTED 

Street address: 

City, state, zlp 

Email address: 

Phone: 
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J\llle 2013 

Dear Missouri Public Service Commission: 

Strengthening our region's economy by creating new jobs is a key component ofhnproving our quality 
of life. Also important are efforts to provide competitively priced, reliable, and clean energy. Projects 
such as the P.roposed Grain Belt Express Clean Line, which will transmit wind-generated energy from 
the Great Plains to Missouri and other states, advance both of these objectives. 

The Grain Belt Express Clean Line will spur economic growth in our region. The transmission lh1e and 
resulting iocrease in demand for wiod turbines aud their components will result in billions of dollars of 
investment in energy infrastmcture. Many of the materials and services needed to constmct the 
transmission line and wiod farms C<lll he provided by companies in Missouri. 

The wind energy delivered by the Grain Belt Express Clean Line will provide our state with a new 
source of clean, renewable, and competitively priced electricity. The low-cost energy will benefit 
residents and businesses io Missouri by dive1~ifying the power g~neration mix and by putting down wand 
pressure on wholesale electricity prices. 

I support the Grain Belt Express Clean Line and urge you to provide the regulat01y approvals required to 
move the project f01ward. 

Address 

Email A 

Phone: 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street · 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65 I 02 
Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems in Centralia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build the Grain Belt 
Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express is a 750-milc direct current transmission line that wlll deliver low-<:ost, renewable 
energy from wes1ern Kansas to Missouri and states farther east. The project will provide Missouri access 
to clean, reliable, and low-cost electricity and create business opportunities for manufacturers and 
contractors throughout the state. 

Hubbell has beeu designated as the preferred supplier of insulators and hardware for the transmission line, 
and wo will manufacture the hardware and core of the polymer insulators here in Centralia, creating more 
than 50 jobs at the plant for two to three years. To support tbe Grain Belt Express opportunity, Hubbell 
will invest over $9 million in our Centralia facilities, where mugbly 600 Missourians come to work. 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Centralia community are able to benefit from the Grain Belt 
Express opportunity, I urge you to provide tho regulatoty approvals required tn move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Signature · 

Namo: Marlo. I'- Po,gue, 

occupation: C.<A&·Iomer &rv,ee S pW{lli'~f
REDACTED 

Street addr< 

Cily, state,. 

Emailaddn 

Phone:~ 
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Date: ·7-?-0-·.J-uf( 
Missouri Public Servioe Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Closn Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems in Centralia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build the Groin Belt 
Express Clean Line. 

TheGrsin Belt Express is a 750·mile direct current transmission line that will deliver low-cos4 renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states farther cast. The project will provide Missouri access 
to clean, reliable, and low-cost electricity and create business opportunities for manufacturers and 
contractors throughout the state. 

Hubbell has been designated as the preferred supplier of insulators and hardware for tho transmission line, 
and we will manufacture the hardware and core of the polymer insulators here In Centralia, creating more 
than SO jobs at the plant for two to three years. To support the Grain Belt Express opportunity, Hubbell 
will invest over $9 million in our Centralia facilities, where roughly 600 Missourians come to work. 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Centralia community are able to benefit from the Groin Belt 
Express opportunity, I urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, ~ 

Signatm~ 

Occupation: 

Street addres 

City, state, zi 

Email addre• 

.S:fn Vi cF S< ,y:?12.vt.S v/2.... 
REDACTED 

Phone: __ ~---------------
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Date: 3,/? .. (}fi't 

Missouri Public Sel"'ice Commission 
200 Madison Street 
P0Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems in Centralia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build the Grain Belt 
Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express is a 750-mile direct current transmission line that will deliver low-cost, renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states farther east. The project will provide Missouri acoess 
to clean, reliable, and low-cost electricity and create business opportunities for manufacturers and 
contractors throughout the state. 

Hubbell has been designated as the preferred supplier of insulators and hardware for the transmission line, 
and we will manufacture the hardware and core oftho polymer insulators here in Centralia, creating more 
than SO jobs at the plant for two to three years. To support the Grain Belt Express opportunity, Hubbell 
will invest over $9 million in our Centralia facilities, where roughly 600 Missourians come to work. 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Centralia community are able to benefit from the Groin Belt 
Express opportunity, I urge you to provide the regulatoty approvals required to move this projoot forward. 

Sincerely, 

'signature 

Name: .#FC..f-IA e (._... ..§C.O!\ biLl ..,.....,r 

Occupation: £Le<..tn .... t<.4t... E./V~INCL:.""L 

Streetaddn REDACTED 

City, state, 

Email ad® 

Phone:~ 
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Date: ) /1.6 h.o l't
' 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
PO Box360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems in Centralia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build the Grain Belt 
Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express is a 750-mile direct current transmission line that will deliver low-cost, renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states farther easl The project will provide Missouri access 
to olean, reliable, and low-cost electricity and create business opportunities for manufacturers and 
contractors tllroughout the state. 

Hubbell has been designated as the preferred supplier of insulators and hardware for the transmission line, 
and we will manufacture the hardware and core of the polymer insulators here in Centralia, creating more 
than 50 jobs at the plant for two to three years. To support the Grain Belt Express opportunity, Hubbell 
wiU invest over $9 million in our Centralia facilities, where roughly 600 Missourians come to work. 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Centralia community are able to benefit from the Gmln Belt 
Express opportunity, I urge you to provide tlle regniatoty approvals required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

N~e:~cJ.~~~a~J~I~o,~,~Ai~.:~~~o~~~v~---------------------
V 

Occupation: -""JA"--. _f<_<_r_r7_<>ef_-_'i1_r<_'-_(_fl_[\')_,,.L)i_:.c._:J_c_5[-l-?.<-:.c_· ,_,J_t_:?f ____ _ 

Street address: 
REDACTED 

City, state, zip 

Email address: 

Phone: 

• 
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Date: 

Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 6S I 02 
Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

I work at Hubball Power Systems in Centralia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build the Grain Belt 
Express Clean Lino. 

The Grain Belt Express is a 750-milo direct current transmission Uno that will deliver low-eost, renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states farther east, Tho projcot will provide Missouri ace<ss 
to olean, reliable, and low-cost electricity and create business opportunities for manufacturers and 
contractors throughout the state. 

Hubbell has baen dosignoted as the preferred supplier of insulotors and hordwaro for the transmission lino, 
and we wUI manufacture the bftl-dware and core oft he polymer insulators here in Centralia, creating more 
than 50 jobs at the plant for two to three yelll1l. To support the Grain Bolt Express opportunity, Hubball 
will invest over $9 million in our Centralia facilities, where roughly 600 Missourians como to work. 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Centralia community are able to benefit from the Grain Bolt 
Express opportunity, I urge you lo provide the regulatory approvals required to move thls project forword. 

Sincerely, 

Signature 

Nftllle: ___::f::...-..:..r..:_l k--'-_...:.A~J,_,rA:::::"'~r ___________ _ 

occupstion: __ P...!r~o.+) :...:"'=-.J __ )~f-· '_'<.:.:· .,._(:....;• ''-! ________ _ 

Street add= 

City, state, zi 

Email addres 

Phone: 

. I 
REDACTED 
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Missouri Public Servie<> Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems in Centralia, MisSouri, and I support efforts to build the Grain Belt 
Express Clean Line. · 

The Grain Belt Express is a 750·mile direct current transmission line that will deliver low-cost, renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states farther east. The project will provide Missouri access 
to clean, reliable, and low-cost electricity and create business opportnnitles for manufacturers and 
contraotors throughout the state. 

Hubbell has been designated as the prefcmd supplier of Insulators and hardware for the transmission line, 
and we will manufacture the hardware and core of the polymer insulators here In Centrnlia, creating more 
than 50 jobs at the plant for two to Urree years. To support the Gnaln Belt Express opportnnlty, Hubbell 
will invest over $9 million in our Centralia facilities, where roughly 600 Missourians come to work. 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Centralia community are able to benefit from the Grain Belt 
Express opportnn.ity, I urge you to provido tho regulatory approvals required to move tbls project forward. 

Sincerely, 

.J!lu~ 
Name: ·-[C\ \)ex~ 

Occupation: ~tc~\0/il~ {J~\\®1( 
REDACTED 

Sfteet addr< 

City, state, 

Bmsil addr< 

Phone: 
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Missouri Public ervloe Commission 
200 Madison Streot 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Uno 

Dear Commissioners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems in Centralia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build tho Grain Belt 
Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Bxpress is a 750-milc direct current trftllsmission line that will deliver low-oos~ renewable 
enol'S)' from western Kansas to Missouri and states farther east. The project will provide Missouri aceess 
to clean, reliable, and low-cost electricity and create business opportwtities for manufacturers ftlld 
contractors throughout tho state. 

Hubbell has been designated as the preferred supplier of insulators and hardware for tho transmission line, 
and we wiU mnnufaottll'> the hardware and core of the polymer insulators heroin Centralia, creating more 
than 50 jobs at the plant for two to three years. To support the Grain Belt Express opportwtity, Hubbell 
will invest over $9 million in our Centralia facilities, where roughly tiOO Mfssouriaos eo me to work. 

'ro ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Ceniralla community are able to benefit from the Grain Belt 
Express opportunity, I urge you to pmvide the regulatory approvals required to move this pmject forward. 

Sincerely, 

rJJ~Iif~ 
Signature 

Nmne: · D.+v,'c//7? D ~~f~res<>IV' 

Occupation: ---J.Q,_u=..<>dr=:.../,='-'-fy-'7'----'-f:lt.:;_j,_..u.~~L-?Ji<---;r9-.-0--'------

Street add 

City, state 

Email add 

Phone: _____ _ 

REDACTED 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
Re: Suppmt for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems in Centralia, Missouri, and 1 support efforts to build tho Grain Belt 
Express Clean Line. 

Tile Grain Belt Express is a 750-mile direct current transmission line that will deliver low-cos~ renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states farther east. The project wlll provide Missouri access 
to clean, reliable, and low-eost electricity and create business opportunities for manufacturers and 
contractors throughout the state. 

Hubbell has been designated as the preferred supplier of insulators and hardware for the transmission line, 
and we will manufacture the hardware and core of the polymer insulators here in Centralia, creating more 
than 50 jobs at the plant for two to tluee years. To support the Grain Belt Express opportunity, Hubbell 
will invest over $9 million in our Centralia facillries, where roughly 600 Missourinns come to work. 

To ensure Hubbell Po')'er Systems and the Centralia community are able to benefit from the Grain Bolt 
Express opportunity, 1 urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to move this project fonvard. 

Sincerely, 

S1gnature 

Name: /2,,, ,·~ /if )I •. «·• ,·//, ~ 
) 

Ocoupadon: ).( )'· 'Ji<.N.... ..-,ct ..... -· .... 
/ 

Street add1 

City, stato. 

Email add 

Phone:_j 

REDACTED 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
Ro: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissloners: 

I work at Hubbell Power~ Systems in Centralia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build the Grain Belt 
Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express is a 750-mile direct current transmission line that will deliver low-cost, renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states fsrther east. The project will provide Missouri access 
to clean, reliable, and low-cost electricity and create business opportunities for manufacturers and 
contractors throughout the state. 

Hubbell has been designated as the preferred supplier of Insulators and hardware for the transmission line, 
and we will manufacture tho hardware and core of the polymer insulators here in Centralia, cresting more 
than SO jobs at the plant for two to three years. To support the Grain Belt Express opportunity, Hubbell 
will invest over $9 million in our Centralia facilities, where roughly 600 Missourians come to work. 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Centralia community are able to benefit from the Grain Belt 
Express opportunity, I urge you to provide tho regulatory epprova!s required to move this project forward. 

Name: c~O'i'] J 'S /1 t ,J~ 
Occupation: f"re ud- /J~'~a{f~1 

REDACTED 
Street addr 

City, state, 

Emailaddt 

Phone: 
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Missouri Public Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
Rll: Support !Or Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems In Centralia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build the Grain Belt 
Express Cloau Line. 

The Grain Belt Express is a 750-mile direct current transmission line that will deliver low-cos~ renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states fartlter ens~ The proje<>t will provide Missol)l'i access 
to clean, reliable, and low-cost electricity and create business opportunities for manufacturers and 
oontractorB throughout the state. 

Hubbell has been designated as tho prefencd supplier of insulators and hardware for the transmisSion Uno, 
and we will manufacture the hardware and core ofthe polymer insulators herein Centralia, creatlngmore 
than SO jobs at the plant for two to three years. To support the Grain Belt Express opportunity, Hubbell 
willinv .. t over $9 mlllimt in our Centralia facilities, where roughly 600 Missourians come to wmk 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Centralia COOllllunity are able to benefit from the Grain Belt 
Express opportunity, I urge you to provide the regnlatory approvals required to move this project forward. 

Signature 

Occupation: _ _.tJ\__,o,""le.x.J..r...,\g,.~'-'..;,,__.,_,(\.,_,f\"'"''-"\''1'1 ~'-'1"'-----------

Streetaddn 
REDACTED 

City, state, 

BmaUaddn 

Phone: 

• 
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Date: JJr./rc 
I 

Missouri Public Seryice Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissioners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems in Centralia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build the Grain Belt 
Express Clean Line. 

The Grain Belt Express is a 750-mile direct current transmission line that will deliver low-cost, renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states farther east. The project will provide Missouri access 
to clean, reliable, and low~cost electricity and create business opportunities for manufacturers and 
contractors throughout the state. 

Hubbell has been designated as the preferred supplier of insulators and hardware for the transmission line, 
and we will manufacture tho hardware and core of the polymer insulators here in Centralia, creating more 
than 50 jobs at the plant for two to three years. To support the Grain Bolt Express opportunity, Hubbell 
will invest over $9 million in our Centralia facilities, where roughly 600 Missourians come to worl<. 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Centralia community are able to benefit from the Grain Belt 
Express opportunity, I urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Signature 

Name:--'~=-..:..."~' ~-~~=a<J../k=·<------------
Ocoupation: --',;£."f"',v<->i'li'-';?,.-e"''-'-'.l.'~;j"-'"':'·..:·e"'.4"i•no.mlt.,.:<~u.l.t..d.L.:. ______________ _ 

Street nddre 

City, state,: 

Email addrt 

Phone:.C 

/"') I 

REDACTED 
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Date: 

Missouri Publio Service Commission 
200 Madison Street 
POBox360 
Jefferson City, MO 65102 
Re: Support for Grain Belt Express Clean Line 

Dear Commissloners: 

I work at Hubbell Power Systems in Cen1talia, Missouri, and I support efforts to build the Grain Belt 
Express Clean Line. · 

The Grain Belt Express is a 750-milo direet current transmission line that wiU deliver low-cost, renewable 
energy from western Kansas to Missouri and states farther east. The project will provide Missouri access 
to, olean, reliable, and low-oost electrioity and create business opportunities for manufacturers and 
con1tactors u.roughout tho state. 

Hubbell has been designated as tho preferred supplier of insulators and hardware for the1tansmlsslon line, 
and we will mtu\ufuoture the hardware and core ofthe polymer insulators here in Cen1talia, creating more 
than 50 jobs at the plant for two to three years. To support the Grain Belt Express opportunity, Hubbell 
will invest over $9 million in our Cen1talia facilities, where roughly 600 Missourians come to work. 

To ensure Hubbell Power Systems and the Centralia commllllity are able to benefit from the Grein Belt 
Express opportunity, 1 urge you to provide the regulatory approvals required to move this project forward. 

Sincerely, 

Signallll'O 

Street addre 

City, state, ' 

Emalladdre 

Phono: 

REDACTED 
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